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Foreword

Kate Zwaard, Director of Digital Strategy, Library of Congress

In 2019, the Library of Congress embarked upon a series of initiatives to help realize the vision of our first ever Digital Strategy. To “Invest in our Future,” we launched “The Season of Machine Learning,” led by the LC Labs team in the Library’s Digital Strategy Directorate. We wanted to see where this technology might offer opportunities for the Library, help us explore challenges inherent in its application, and provide directions for further research.

LC Labs has been helping the Library experiment and explore emerging technologies since 2017. We have continued to improve our practice to ensure it’s both effective and aligned with the values of our institution by working from evidence, being transparent and collaborative, and considering the broader social effects of our technology choices. Machine learning, in particular, has the potential to transform aspects of librarianship, but contemplating its application also requires us to carefully consider the ethical, operational, and social considerations and guardrails necessary. To that end, The Season of Machine Learning included both practical experimentation and contributions to a broader intellectual framework, informed by scholarship, the norms of our professions, and other contributions.

We began by posting an open solicitation for organizations to help us conduct practical experiments. That, in itself, was a learning experience, as we evaluated proposals from a variety of vendors with their own perspectives and values. We awarded the contract to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s Project Aida team. The collaboration with UNL was designed to provide us evidence in context and to help us and our professional communities make more informed decisions around when and if to apply ML techniques to library and archival collections.

Later in the year, LC Labs convened practitioners for the Machine Learning + Libraries Summit, to help explore concrete best practices for collaboration, success criteria, and steps forward. The summit coincided with our selection of Benjamin Lee’s machine-learning-focused project Newspaper Navigator as one of the 2020 Innovator in Residence projects.

To dig deeper into the opportunities and risks presented by machine learning for institutions like ours, we commissioned Ryan Cordell – Associate Professor of English at Northeastern University – to write this report on the “state of the field in machine learning and libraries.” The goal was to provide a wide-ranging view into the current applications and practices of applying machine learning in libraries and other cultural heritage organizations.

While we engaged in the process of experimenting with machine learning from the perspective of our own work and context, we hope that this report, and the related information that has surfaced, will be helpful to others as well. As stated in our digital strategy, we aim to “Drive Momentum in

---

1 Read the full Digital Strategy at https://www.loc.gov/digital-strategy/.
2 Explore our collaboration with the Project AIDA team, including their project code and Final Project Report and Recommendations, at https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/exploring-ml/.
4 Newspaper Navigator experiment: https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments/newspaper-navigator/.
our Communities,” and we try to work “out loud” with the aim that it provides some value to you and your organizations.

The Library’s vision is that “all Americans are connected to the Library of Congress,” and we remain wholeheartedly committed to the core values of access, discovery, and meaningful engagement that connect the Library to the largest possible variety of users. My team is incredibly grateful to Ryan Cordell for this report, which is the product of his depth of experience, carefully considered approach, wide and deep perspective, and a lot of hard work. We also owe a deep debt of gratitude to the scholars and practitioners, cited and uncited in this report, whose hard-earned wisdom we benefit from.

We hope you will find this report as informative as we have. Dr. Cordell has offered many thoughtful recommendations for us and the wider cultural heritage community to consider as we continue learning about and experimenting with emerging technologies. If you’re interested in learning more about our work, which includes experiments with machine learning and other technologies in libraries and cultural heritage organizations, you can read more on our experiments web page at https://labs.loc.gov/work/experiments. The Signal Blog, found at https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal, is where we and the Digital Content Management Team write about a variety of digital projects at the Library. And to stay up to date with all of our LC Labs work, sign up for our monthly newsletter.5

Finally—we would love to hear from you! You can reach us with comments, questions, or other thoughts about this, or anything else we’re working on, anytime via email at LC-Labs@loc.gov.

5Sign up for the LC Labs monthly newsletter at https://updates.loc.gov/accounts/USLOC/subscriber/new?topic_id=USLOC_182
1. Introduction

The majority of machine learning (ML) experiments in libraries stem from a simple reality: human time, attention, and labor will always be severely limited in proportion to the enormous collections we might wish to describe and catalog. ML methods are proposed as tools for enriching collections, making them more useable for scholars, students, and the general public. ML is posited as an aide to discoverability and serendipity amidst informational abundance. We might imagine, for example, patrons browsing automatically-derived topics of interest across a digital library comprising thousands or millions of texts—more texts, certainly, than typical constraints on labor or expertise would allow us to imagine labelling manually.

We must also acknowledge, however, that neither computers nor digitization created the challenge of scale in library collections. Our current digitized collections, while certainly large, comprise only a small subset of the analog collections held by libraries and other cultural heritage institutions. Acknowledging that scale is not a problem created by digitization reminds us too that libraries have long been central to conversations about how to provide access to information at scale. Indices, catalogs, bibliographies, and subject guides—whether analog or digital—are all facets of a long tradition of library expertise in this area.

Current cultural attention to ML may make it seem necessary for libraries to implement ML quickly. However, it is more important for libraries to implement ML through their existing commitments to responsibility and care. Section 2 of this report will unpack the particular risks ML poses for library work. Here, however, I simply note that events of the past few years have starkly illustrated the ethical, political, and societal dangers of the Silicon Valley ideology encapsulated by Facebook’s now-retired motto, “move fast and break things.” While that motto may have emerged to advocate experimentation and iteration with software, we have amply seen how broken software can also break people’s bodies, livelihoods, relationships, and agency. This report emerges even as Facebook’s founder, Mark Zuckerberg, resists calls by civil rights leaders, and some of his own employees, to moderate inflammatory posts calling for violence against protesters advocating for racial justice. At the same time, information studies scholar Safiya Umoja Noble—author of Algorithms of Oppression, discussed further in Section 2—reports that algorithmic filters on Instagram—a Facebook company—are wrongly flagging her posts about #BlackLivesMatter as false information. In addition, the influx of ML generated text, audio, images, and “deep fake” videos will necessitate enormous public literacy work in the coming years focused on algorithmically-generated material online. By centering ethics, transparency, diversity, privacy and inclusion, libraries can take a leadership role in one of the central cultural debates of the twenty-first century.

In our interview, Kate Zwaard, Director of Digital Strategy at the Library of Congress, emphasized

---

“how different libraries are from Silicon Valley in the best ways. Libraries can be deliberate about technological adoption” and make decisions based on what is shown to work to the explicit benefit of patrons, rather than shifting wildly with each new technological trend. Zwaard noted that the Library of Congress has been criticized for its slow move to begin acquiring born-digital materials, for example, but argued this slow speed meant some of the technical debates had time to play out and standards begin to emerge, meaning their acquisitions are more likely to be sustainable. “Through the slow and careful adoption of tech,” Zwaard emphasized, “the library can be a leader.” The LoC has worked to exemplify such leadership in library ML. Through their programming during the “Summer of Machine Learning”; sponsoring reports such as IDA (described in 1.6.2) and this one; fostering of ML work through the Innovator-in-Residence program; and cultivating researcher projects such as Newspaper Navigator, which this report will cite frequently as a model; the LC Labs team at the Library of Congress seeks to model sustainable, interdisciplinary ML scholarship, education, and outreach.

As institutions of memory and community, libraries cannot be bound to destructive ideologies of technological implementation, but must instead model alternative engagements with ML focused on building rather than breaking. Libraries can become ideal sites for cultivating responsible and responsive ML, as that term describes a constellation of technologies that explain data within the contexts of its collection, aggregation, and association. As Ted Underwood has written, “the fuzzy, context-specific models produced by machine learning have a lot in common with the family resemblances historians glimpse in culture.” For Underwood, the subjectivity of ML models is precisely where we find their potential for explaining culture, including its biases and exclusions. Underwood sees enormous possibility in research that wedds the contextual knowledge of the humanities with statistical methods such as ML: “It is possible to build real knowledge by comparing perspectives from different social contexts. Historians have long known how.” If ML builds knowledge by comparing perspectives, then the library’s expertise will be required to make sense of this technology and its findings.

Similarly, in an interview sociologist Laura Nelson described ML as a “radically inductive method” rather than a deductive method. As such, ML is a computational domain that requires the epistemologies understood by qualitative scholars, and ML cannot be shoehorned into supposedly objective scientific frameworks. Nelson argues that the contributions of humanists and social scientists should be among the most valuable to the future of ML, but that future will require us to find ways of speaking meaningfully across disciplines. These sentiments echo those of the “Algorithmic Equity Toolkit” team, who argue strongly that while data science “conventionally valorizes engineering techniques to a greater degree than understanding the social domain in which data arise,” this approach is short-sighted. Integrating qualitative and participatory scholars and methods, they write, “deepen[ed] the qualitative and reflective dimensions of this work and support[ed] us in enlarging the scope of who should be considered essential to the practice of data science.”

---

The need for ML work that stretches across disciplines pertains not only to academic settings. In an article describing how his company built “an AI-based decision support tool for financial analysts” Joseph Byrum notes that diversity of background and expertise is necessary:

How does one build a team to tackle textual analytics? Parsing meaning is a fundamentally human exercise involving statistics and math, yes, but also linguistics, cognitive psychology, sociology, ethnography, and STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math). It involves multiple disciplines in collaboration, rather than one or two disciplines in isolation.\(^\text{13}\)

I cite this example because, in building genuinely interdisciplinary and diverse ML teams—not just in terms of discipline, importantly, but also in terms of the identities of team members—libraries can model effective, just practice for governmental and even corporate sectors. This will require deliberate and sustained efforts to build diverse ML teams, especially given that, on average, neither library nor academic staff currently reflect the diversity of the communities they could serve.

Nelson identified one of the greatest needs in ML today as “translators,” mediators who can translate between computer scientists, humanists, and social scientists.\(^\text{14}\) These translators must be able to imagine how domain-specific questions could be operationalized for specific ML tasks, which requires interdisciplinary perspective. While this kind of collaboration has happened in the digital humanities and adjacent fields, even there it remains the exception, rather than the rule, that computer scientists and humanists would directly collaborate around a dataset of common interest.

Nelson’s call resonates with a recent paper by Eun Seo Jo and Timnit Gebru calling on ML researchers “to take lessons from other disciplines...that have longer histories of addressing” the ethical concerns raised by my ML data and methods. “As disciplines primarily concerned with documentation collection and information categorization,” Jo and Gebru argue, “archival studies have come across many of the issues related to consent, privacy, power imbalance, and representation among other concerns that the ML community is now starting to discuss.” Jo and Gebru advocate for an entirely new, interdisciplinary branch of ML research that blends ML and archival studies:

> By showing the rigor applied to various aspects of the data collection and annotation process in archives, an industry of its own, we hope to convince the ML community that an interdisciplinary subfield should be formed focused on data gathering, sharing, annotation, ethics monitoring, and record-keeping processes.\(^\text{15}\)

In 5.5 I discuss means for developing ML expertise among library staff, but Jo and Gebru’s argument reminds us that libraries’ existing expertise in responsible collection and description already has much to offer broader ML conversations.

Building on their existing roles as hubs of intellectual exchange, libraries could become focal sites for the translation and collaboration that will be required to cultivate responsible ML research. Librarians whose expertise requires consultation and collaboration across domains are well posi-


\(^{14}\)Cordell, “Machine Learning and Libraries Interview with Laura Nelson.”

tioned to make connections those working in academic disciplines, technical positions, or corporate domains might miss. From the perspective of project organization and funding, libraries are ideal sites for work that brings together expertise from across campus or across communities. This report proposes that libraries are not simply poised to benefit from practical applications of ML, but instead that libraries are in a position to take leadership in broader societal conversations about responsible ML.

1.1. What is Machine Learning?

The phrase “machine learning” comprises a range of methods through which computers learn from data without being explicitly programmed to generate a particular output.\(^\text{16}\) ML algorithms use statistical models to identify patterns in data and can roughly be divided between “supervised” and “unsupervised” methods. Supervised ML approaches benefit more explicitly from human expertise and input, while unsupervised approaches potentially expand our perceptions by identifying new connections in data. Between the poles of supervised and unsupervised one also finds a spectrum of semi-supervised approaches to ML that seek to join human expertise to computational serendipity.

Supervised ML relies on labeled training data to make decisions about unlabeled data. Benjamin Lee writes one of the most concise outlines of a supervised ML workflow:

> The canonical workflow with supervised learning is as follows. First, a set of labeled data is partitioned into a training set, validation set, and test set. A machine learning classifier uses the training set, including classification labels, to learn a classification function. The classifier is then fed the validation set without the corresponding ground-truth class labels and predicts the class labels according to its learned classification function. Based on the performance of the classifier, which is assessed by comparing the predicted labels to the ground-truth labels, the classifier’s hyperparameters are tuned, and the classifier is subsequently re-trained with the training set, after which the performance on the validation set is re-assessed.\(^\text{17}\)

For example, an ML program that seeks to sort literature into genres might begin with a set of literary texts for which genre has been tagged by domain experts. Using that training data, the program learns the features of each genre, which it can use to sort untagged literature into the existing generic categories.

By contrast, unsupervised ML infers the structure of an unlabeled dataset by finding hidden patterns within it. For example, an unsupervised literature classification program would attempt to group a set of provided texts by internal similarities alone—perhaps based on vocabulary, or sentence structure, or some combination of features—and might produce groups of texts human readers would not readily recognize as distinct genres. Importantly, even unsupervised ML relies on human


judgement about what precisely comprises the set of training data. An unsupervised ML algorithm clustering all the books in the HathiTrust digital library would likely cluster quite distinctly from a similar process clustering only books identified as fiction by human readers. The construction of datasets always requires human judgment.

While we sometimes think of computational processes as more neutral or objective than human decision-making, Cathy O’Neil more accurately defines an algorithm as an “opinion embedded in mathematics.” Models, O’Neil shows throughout her book, “despite their reputation for impartiality, reflect goals and ideology,” while even the question of “[w]hether a model works is also a matter of opinion.”18 In other words, a computational process is “automatic” only insofar as it acts autonomously on rules written for it by human programmers, based on their assumptions about a given domain, and using data gathered and provided by human beings, who made decisions about what to record and what not to record. Section 2 of this report samples more fully from current scholarship about algorithmic injustice, which must be considered as a prelude to conversations about ML in libraries.

Like other computational processes, ML is neither neutral or objective, though its subjectivity can be harder to pin down than that of other kinds of algorithms. Because many ML algorithms learn from the structure of the data they are provided, rather than following an explicit set of instructions provided by a programmer, the opinions embedded in them can seem more obscure, more difficult to parse and assign. When discussing ML, the ethical imperative shifts to the source data. The assumptions, exclusions, and biases of any given dataset will reverberate throughout any ML processes using that dataset. Importantly, however, we cannot simply excuse biases ML processes by decrying the data—the data and ML algorithms are parts of a larger system that must be addressed at all levels. Because of the ways ML forces researchers to confront the structure of datasets, however, it proves an especially fruitful locus for conversations between computer scientists, technologists, and data scientists on the one hand and librarians, scholars, and cultural heritage professionals on the other.

Despite headlines proclaiming “The Librarians of the Future Will Be AI Archivists”—in a Popular Mechanics article describing Newspaper Navigator, a project this report will repeatedly praise—the reality will be far more measured. The future will require integrating the expertise of human librarians with ML.19 As this report will note repeatedly, even practices of collection and annotation that rely entirely on human expertise nonetheless require vigilant evaluation to manage bias and promote justice. Responsible ML in libraries can work in concert with human expertise, bringing attention to oversights and omissions rather than exacerbating existing inequities.

1.2. ML or AI?

There is some slippage in this report between the terms machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI), though these are not synonyms. In brief, AI is the broader term, and comprises a range

of methods and research goals, including but not limited to ML. When I discuss AI in this report, it tends to be in reference to an existing project or report that takes the wider field as its subject. This is particularly true in much of the literature focused on ethics. I cite such pieces when the points they make about AI in general pertain to ML in particular. For example, most recommendations about ethical AI are also useful guidelines for ethical ML. I will attempt to use the term “ML” exclusively in my own comments, unless I am addressing a specific document that explicitly takes a wider view of the field. In all cases where I do invoke “AI,” it can be read as a rough synonym for “ML,” at least in the limited context of this report.

1.3. The History of Library ML

The literature on machine learning in libraries is longer than we might imagine from the intense attention the field has received in recent years. I will not attempt to summarize it in this very brief section, but I will point to a few examples that illustrate how long library professionals have been considering the potential benefits and consequences of ML technologies. In 1976, for example, Linda C. Smith wrote in *Information Processing & Management* that the transition of information from “[b]atch tape-based retrieval systems” to “on-line retrieval systems” meant that Vannevar Bush’s 1945 notion of the Memex might be within reach. Smith outlines a series of interventions ML and AI might make for information retrieval. These technologies would assist researchers, Smith imagined, with pattern recognition, feature extraction, classification, retrieval speed, information representation, problem solving and planning, and, most centrally, discovery.20

Two decades later, Esposito *et al.* would echo these themes almost precisely in the specific context of digital libraries:

> Machine learning, together with intelligent object-centered techniques, can offer a valuable support when building intelligent digital libraries. Indeed, all the tasks related to information capture and semantic indexing can take advantage of the use of intelligent techniques and machine learning methods for layout analysis, document classification and understanding, while the integration of worldwide distributed digital libraries demands the definition of a standard query language for information retrieval. Moreover, machine learning techniques allow to infer [sic] user models from user interactions and this turns out to be useful to implement an adaptive interface.21

In the same period, researchers such as Chen *et al.* experimented with ML to enrich geographic information retrieval in digital library systems to include metadata “that is both fuzzy and concept-based.”22 I cite only three examples over decades of work only as a gesture toward the kinds of hopes scholars have invested in ML techniques for libraries and other cultural heritage institutions.

---


Such hopes resonate across at least four decades of research in ML and libraries, centered around the potential for computer-assisted description, organization, and discovery across massive and rapidly-growing digital collections.

Despite this long history, the conversation about machine learning in cultural heritage sectors has become more urgent in the past decade because the costs of necessary hardware have fallen dramatically while ML software tools have become more readily available, meaning a much wider range of scholars and institutions can experiment with ML and potentially incorporate its methods and resulting data into their work. At the same time, widespread use of ML in technological, corporate, and governmental sectors has amplified urgent questions about the ethics of ML. Both technically and socially, then, we find ourselves in a pivotal moment, one which would benefit greatly from the expertise of librarians, curators, academic researchers, and other cultural heritage professionals.

1.4. Report Process and Scope

This report was researched and written at the request of the Library of Congress’s LC Labs, following the Machine Learning + Libraries Summit held on September 20, 2019. The summit brought together librarians, computer scientists, humanities researchers, engineers, technologists, and data scientists to present state-of-the-art machine learning research; discuss best practices for organizing and conducting machine-learning research in cultural heritage sectors; and outline an agenda for the next six months, two years, and five years of machine learning research in libraries. In addition to the presentations, conversations, and post-event reporting related to the LoC summit, I undertook a thorough survey of machine learning and libraries literature, included as a bibliography in Appendix A; reviewed a range of machine learning projects, past and present; and interviewed librarians and scholars unable to attend the event. A list of those interviewees can be found in Appendix B.

I do not imagine this report to be a comprehensive account of machine learning’s history in relationship to libraries, or an index of all pertinent research papers or projects. While I have made a good faith effort to survey the field, no doubt work has been missed, and my own geographic, disciplinary, racial, and linguistic perspectives have influenced the scope of this overview. I am an academic researcher whose work is deeply invested in computational analysis of library collections, and no doubt that perspective shapes the priorities outlined here, as well as the limitations of the report’s view. I am a white man—a vastly over-represented category in ML research both inside and outside libraries—and while I have worked to include vital scholarship advocating for racial and cultural justice in ML, I am sure those efforts are inadequate. I urge readers of this report to seek out the work on justice I cite, read it, and then read the work cited in that scholarship as well. I hope other researchers will see this document as an invitation to further discussion, amendment, and addition.

Instead of striving for comprehensive coverage, the report aims to overview the field’s major questions, cautions, and opportunities, and to advance a set of practical recommendations for cultural heritage institutions seeking to undertake ML experiments. Finally, I should emphasize that this is not a technical document, though it includes many in its citations and bibliography. Instead, I conceived and attempted to write this report primarily as an act of translation for librarians, schol-
ars, and administrators who may or may not (yet) understand the technical processes underlying ML work.

1.5. ML + Libraries Summit Event Summary

The Machine Learning + Libraries Summit that catalyzed this report was documented in careful detail by the LC Labs staff, who reported the research talks during the event, as well as gathered, transcribed, and synthesized a range of artifacts produced by attendees during group work sessions. This extensive documentation was gathered in the event report, “Machine Learning + Libraries Summit Event Summary,” written by Eileen Jakeway, Lauren Algee, Laurie Allen, Meghan Ferriter, Jaime Mears, and Abbigail Potter and published in February 2020. This event summary can be found online and may be appended to the PDF version of this report as Appendix D.23

1.6. Parallel Reports

This report appears in close proximity to several others, which I briefly describe below. While academic reports or articles often appear in tandem, particularly around current, pressing issues in a field, such temporal nearness can result in an odd mutual silence. That will not be the case in this report. Instead, I have learned much from my colleagues’ work while preparing this document, and I hope to echo and amplify their most urgent recommendations. I strongly urge readers to consult each of the reports referenced below for a fuller sense of the current conversation around ML and libraries.

1.6.1. Responsible Operations

This report appears only a few months after Thomas Padilla’s OCLC Research Position Paper, “Responsible Operations: Data Science, Machine Learning, and AI in Libraries” (henceforward RO).24 Padilla’s account of ML for libraries is nuanced, thorough, and strongly attuned to the moral and ethical implications of ML methods for cultural heritage practitioners and institutions. In particular, I admire RO’s refusal to separate the moral and ethical questions surrounding ML from the practical and technical details of its implementation, a priority the report establishes from its outset:

[T]he agenda joins what can seem like disparate areas of investigation into an interdependent whole. Advances in “description and discovery,” “shared methods and data,” and “machine-actionable collections” simply do not make sense without engaging “workforce development,” “data science services,” and “interprofessional and in-

terdisciplinary collaboration.” All the above has no foundation without “committing to responsible operations.”

I have interviewed Padilla since his report appeared and my work owes much to his insight and intellectual generosity. Practically, this report will refer to Padilla’s throughout and seek to amplify many of his report’s recommendations, while taking its overall call for responsible operations as a mandate.

1.6.2. Digital Libraries, Intelligent Data Analytics, and Augmented Description

This report also appears shortly after “Digital Libraries, Intelligent Data Analytics, and Augmented Description,” written by Elizabeth Lorang, Leen-Kiat Soh, Yi Liu, and Chulwoo Pack, who represent the Aida digital libraries research team (henceforward “IDA”). The IDA report grows out of a collaborative project between the Aida team and the Library of Congress to “develop and investigate the viability and feasibility of textual and image-based data analytics approaches to support and facilitate discovery” and help the Library plan social and technical infrastructure to support future such projects.

The IDA report focuses squarely on the Library of Congress in its recommendations, which nonetheless have broad applicability across the communities this current report addresses. IDA offers two overarching recommendations, that “the Library should focus the weight of its machine learning efforts and energies on social and technical infrastructures for the development of machine learning in cultural heritage organizations, research libraries, and digital libraries” and also “invest in continued, ongoing, intentional explorations and investigations of particular machine learning applications to its collections.” From here, they outline six more specific recommendations, urging the LoC to:

1. Develop a statement of values or principles that will guide how the Library of Congress pursues the use, application, and development of machine learning for cultural heritage.
2. Create and scope a machine learning roadmap for the Library that looks both internally to the Library of Congress and its needs and goals and externally to the larger cultural heritage and other research communities.
3. Focus efforts on developing ground truth sets and benchmarking data and making these easily available.
4. Join the Library of Congress’s emergent efforts in machine learning with its existing expertise and leadership in crowdsourcing. Combine these areas as “informed crowdsourcing” as appropriate.
5. Sponsor challenges for teams to create additional metadata for digital collections in the Library of Congress. As part of these challenges, require teams to engage across a range of social and technical questions and problem areas.
6. Continue to create and support opportunities for researchers to partner in substantive ways with the Library of Congress on machine learning.

---

25 Padilla, pg. 6.
learning explorations.

I quote this summary of IDA’s recommendations in full because they inform many of my own in this report. As with RO, whenever possible I seek to amplify many of IDA’s messages, and urge readers of this report to consider IDA in full as well.

1.6.3. AI Museum Planning Toolkit

Machine learning is only one facet of the wider set of approaches designated as Artificial Intelligence, or AI (see 1.2), but the major questions and concerns around AI pertain to machine learning discussions. “AI: A Museum Planning Toolkit” was written by Oonagh Murphy (Goldsmiths, University of London) and Elena Villaespesa (School of Information, Pratt Institute) following a wide range of “conversations, workshops, and public events” (henceforward “AIT”). According to its authors, AIT:

distils some of these conversations, flags areas for critical engagement, and serves as a practical starting point for museum professionals who are interested in working with technologies that fit within the broad field of Artificial Intelligence. The aim of this toolkit is to support non specialists to better understand the possibilities of these technologies, and empower a wide range of museum professionals to develop - strategically, ethically, and operationally robust project plans.

AIT comprises a description of AI experiments underway the American Museum of Natural History and Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City and The National Gallery in London; a worksheet meant to guide museums considering an AI project through essential questions; an AI ethics workflow; a stakeholders management worksheet; and a glossary of common AI terms.

I especially admire the practical documents developed for the AIToolkit, such as its worksheets and workflow diagrams. The structures of worksheet and diagram help ground conversations that could spin off into abstraction in the concreteness of responsibilities, reporting, iteration, and accounting.

In the current report I seek to mirror this approach, particularly in Section 6, “Questions to Guide Structuring an ML Project.”

1.6.4. Principled Artificial Intelligence

In January 2020, a group of researchers from Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society released “Principled Artificial Intelligence: Mapping Consensus in Ethical and Rights-based Approaches to Principles for AI” (henceforward PAI) a report that “analyzed the contents of thirty-six prominent AI principles documents, and in the process, discovered thematic trends that suggest the earliest emergence of sectoral norms.”

The eight themes PAI identifies across the reports it
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summarizes are privacy, accountability, safety and security, transparency and explainability, fairness and non-discrimination, human control of technology, professional responsibility, and promotion of human values.

Each of PAI’s themes includes a number of subtopics, many of which will be described in later sections of this report, where they most closely align or overlap the discussion of machine learning in libraries. Importantly, the authors of PAI note, “that more recent documents tend to cover all eight of these themes, suggesting that the conversation around principled AI is beginning to converge, at least among the communities responsible for the development of these documents.” The existence of the reports I list in this section signal, perhaps, that a similar convergence is underway for discussions of machine learning in libraries, though this domain does not have the critical mass evidenced in the communities surveyed by PAI.
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2. Machine Learning Cautions

The literature on machine learning and libraries attends far more commonly than the broader ML literature to the ethical concerns raised by ML methods. Nevertheless, much work remains to be done to help librarians and scholars consider the ramifications of ML experiments, particularly for marginalized communities. Thomas Padilla’s RO report offers the most comprehensive overview of these cautions to date, emphasizing that “the challenge of doing this work responsibly requires fostering organizational capacities for critical engagement, managing bias, and mitigating potential harm” (for more on RO see 1.6.1).30 This report likewise foregrounds these critical issues to emphasize that pragmatic questions of ML implementation must follow ethical questions about the potential effects of its implementation to the communities cultural heritage institutions represent and serve.

Padilla’s report draws from and contributes to the broader work underway to interrogate algorithmic bias and injustice. As libraries design ML projects, they must first attend to scholarship, such as Safiya Umoja Noble’s demonstration of how “automated” processes, such as search results based
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in part on user input and behavior, can reinforce and reify white supremacy.\textsuperscript{31} Cathy O’Neil’s examples of algorithms designed to more efficiently determine creditworthiness or recidivism risk, but which in fact exacerbate racial and socioeconomic inequality;\textsuperscript{32} and Virginia Eubanks’ arguments that automated systems, such as those managing policing or resource allocation, disproportionately hurt the poor, members of the working class, and people of color.\textsuperscript{33} Computational systems always come laden with their creators’ biases and oversights. Whether purposefully or inadvertently, software designed to create business or government efficiencies often reinscribes structural inequalities.

The consequences of such systems might seem less immediately harmful when applied in cultural heritage domains, but that does not absolve libraries, universities, museums, and similar institutions from responsibility. As institutions that serve the public and scholarly communities, libraries have a unique duty to lead the conversation about ethical ML rather than following the same reckless paths we observe in the technology sector. The library ML conversation can build on the long-delayed, but necessary dialogues now underway around ethical archiving to ensure that library ML experiments intentionally address, rather than reinscribe, the oversights and violence of historical collection and descriptive practices. Libraries employ many experts in data design who are especially alert to issues of representation and social justice and who prioritize the creation of just systems. Libraries can support this expertise, designing ML projects that make unique and essential contributions to broader academic and social conversations around ML and algorithmic justice.

The point of this cautionary section is not to throw our collective hands up, or to stymie ML work in libraries entirely. If libraries hope to serve all of their patrons, then these critiques must be incorporated into their ML research. Acknowledging and responding to critiques need not lead to stagnation. Instead, by taking this scholarship seriously, libraries can catalyze a unique role for themselves and their work within the broader cultural conversation about ML. D’Ignazio and Klein’s book Data Feminism, which I discuss in more detail below, does not position itself as a call to resignation, but to action: “Data are part of the problem, to be sure. But they are also part of the solution...the power of data can be wielded back.”\textsuperscript{34} Libraries and cultural heritage organizations can be central to reclaiming data and ML methods for the communities they serve and modeling a more equitable, just vision of ML in society.

\subsection*{2.1. Managing Bias}

Algorithms are neither neutral nor objective. They are programmed by human beings, who have both conscious and unconscious biases, and those biases are encoded into software. Usually—though certainly not always—those biases are programmed inadvertently, but they have real and sometimes devastating, consequences either way. We might be tempted to view ML—and particularly unsupervised ML—as more neutral than other algorithms because its pipeline is not laid out

\begin{itemize}
\item O’Neil, Weapons of Math Destruction.
\item Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren F. Klein, Data Feminism (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2020), pg. 17.
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in advance; we might be tempted to believe an unsupervised ML process merely reveals patterns inherent in data. However, datasets are no more neutral or objective than algorithms. They are constructed by human actors to meet particular ends, whether political, social, or academic. Some facets of experience are recorded while others are not, and those recording data are not always fully cognizant of how their choices are shaped by their own biases.

What libraries choose to digitize often reflects the biases and priorities of scholars and users from dominant groups over others, and as a result our current digital collections should not be considered comprehensive or representative. As the IDA report emphasizes,

Previous and ongoing collecting and description practices, for example, were and are colonialist, racist, hetero- and gendernormative, and supremacist in other structural and systemic ways. These understandings are the foundation on which training and validation data will be created and assembled; they will become reinscribed as statements of truth, even as we elsewhere champion the potential of computational approaches to uncover hidden histories, identities, and perspectives in collections. To engage machine learning in cultural heritage must mean confronting these histories, committing to the hard work of acknowledgment and rectification, and not simply reproducing them and giving them a whole new scale of power.\(^{35}\)

Here IDA reminds us that, as with scale, problems of representation in library collections are older than digitization or ML, though these new technologies threaten to reify past biases if not explicitly conceived and implemented toward justice.

In her book *Algorithms of Oppression*, Safiya Umoja Noble demonstrates how the data underlying internet behemoths such as Google skew search results, such that searches for images of Black teenagers reinforce the racial stereotypes of white users, while searches for white teenagers result in largely anodyne results. As Noble shows, such search results are not rare mistakes, but common testaments to systemic problems in the datasets from which Google’s search engine learns.\(^ {36}\) Whether such biases were intended is irrelevant; the resulting harms are real. In her book *Weapons of Math Destruction*, Cathy O’Neil shows similar biases at work in existing systems for determining creditworthiness for consumers or the likelihood of recidivism for convicted criminals. While such systems do not explicitly factor race into their calculations, they strongly weight data points that stem from racist practices. Those biased algorithms amplify the racist data on which they are based and magnify its effects going forward, meaning in practice that Black applicants are less likely to be extended credit, while Black people convicted of crimes are more likely to be denied bail or given more severe sentences than white people convicted of the same crimes.\(^ {37}\) These examples show that creating or using data to train machine learning algorithms are not neutral steps and can have unintended consequences for how libraries provide service to their users.

The ML processes described by scholars such as Noble and O’Neil have immediate, practical consequences to people’s lives and livelihoods. By contrast, the materials in libraries and other cultural heritage institutions might seem less immediately pressing, or less actively harmful. However, the data available in library collections will determine the range of possibility for any ML projects un-
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\(^{35}\) Lorang et al., “Digital Libraries, Intelligent Data Analytics, and Augmented Description,” pg. 28.

\(^{36}\) Noble, *Algorithms of Oppression*.

dertaken. The biases, limitations, and oversights of those datasets will produce flawed research that does not represent the communities libraries seek to serve. An ML project that uses library subject terms to categorize data, for example, may inadvertently echo and amplify outdated or even offensive subject terms. In Section 4.1.3 I will describe how such terms can be found in the tags underlying the ImageNet library, widely considered a “gold standard” training dataset for image-based ML projects. Catalogers are working hard to update such terms in library metadata systems, but this process will be slow and ongoing, and ML researchers must be cautious about assuming legacy systems are appropriate for ML training.  

As Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein argue in *Data Feminism,*

The problems of gender and racial bias in our information systems are complex, but some of their key causes are plain as day: the data that shape them, and the models designed to put those data to use, are created by small groups of people and then scaled up to users around the globe. But those small groups are not at all representative of the globe as a whole, nor even of a single city in the United States. When data teams are primarily composed of people from dominant groups, those perspectives come to exert outsized influence on the decisions being made—to the exclusion of other identities and perspectives.  

While perhaps not as skewed as the demographics of Silicon Valley tech companies, nonetheless the demographics of libraries—and particularly library technical staff—and academic researchers do not well reflect the US population. These groups are predominantly white, for instance, and that fact shapes what materials exist in archives, which of those materials are chosen for digitization, and the computational systems—including ML—employed to analyze those digital resources. Bias can be introduced into ML algorithms at many critical points; one of these has to do with the collection and organization practices underlying the data itself. Users of large data sets, especially those developed in long-term projects, should consider the limitations and biases of the data before developing ML projects. For example, the Chronicling America newspaper collection, developed as part of a five-decade long initiative to preserve historic U.S. newspapers, provides one of the largest corpuses of freely-available digitized newspaper data. While this makes the project extremely attractive to developers of humanities-related machine learning projects, the data skews to newspapers serving the majority. For instance, researcher Ben Fagan has shown how the collection privileges newspapers that served the dominant white, middle-class readers of the nineteenth century, to the near exclusion of Black and other minority-run papers.  

This reality was not the result of any concerted effort to exclude minority papers, but resulted from state-level digitization efforts prioritizing geographic representation, for example by choosing to digitize one paper from each of their state’s most populous cities. By prioritizing geographic spread, most states inadvertently deemphasized racial or cultural representation, and consequently any ML projects based on
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Chronicling America will reflect those same oversights and exclusions. While state partners have sought to be more representative in the decades since the program began, an understanding of the underlying collection is critical to any ML projects undertaken using this archive.

As libraries develop ML plans and projects, the current state of datasets cannot be dismissed as a regrettable but unavoidable reality. Instead, libraries must prioritize the construction of equitable datasets. As Padilla notes in RO, eliminating bias is not a feasible goal for library ML projects. Instead, the RO report advocates for managing bias:

Managing bias rather than working to eliminate bias is a distinction born of the sense that elimination is not possible because elimination would be a kind of bias itself—essentially a well-meaning, if ultimately futile, ouroboros. A bias management paradigm acknowledges this reality and works to integrate engagement with bias in the context of multiple aspects of a library organization. Bias management activities have precedent and are manifest in collection development, collection description, instruction, research support, and more.

RO’s recommendations for managing bias require self-conscious attention and communication at every stage of an ML project, from symposia and intellectual exchanges about collection biases during projects’ development stages to audits of projects’ results at multiple checkpoints.

As D’Ignazio and Klein argue, the very goal of mitigating bias might not go far enough, as terms such as “bias,” “ethics,” “fairness,” or “accountability” all “locate the source of the bias in individual people and specific design decisions” rather than in systems of power. They advocate “A broader focus on data justice, rather than data ethics alone” to “ensure that past inequities are not distilled into black-boxed algorithms.” Following the very useful table provided in Data Feminism for moving from “data ethics” toward “data justice,” library ML projects should not seek to simply mitigate bias, though that may be a useful starting point, but instead to actively challenge oppression. In considering the collections that underly ML projects, libraries should not seek to simply encode an idea of fairness, but instead to work actively toward equity. To create ML projects that reflect data justice, in other words, libraries cannot pretend to be neutral or objective in relationship to race, class, gender, sexuality, or culture, but instead must consciously strive to forefront marginalized voices.

Data ethics and justice are growing areas of interest in computer science, exemplified by the work of scholars such as Rediet Abebe and Emily Denton, whose work libraries might follow to develop projects that do not acquiesce to the fallacy that biased datasets must result in biased ML research. In a paper from earlier this year, Abebe et al argue that too much technical work claiming to mitigate bias “treats problematic features of the status quo as fixed, and fails to address deeper patterns of injustice and inequality”— thus amplifying the very biases the work seeks to address. Like D’Ignazio...
and Klein, this paper argues that computational research can help address social problems, and articulates four key modalities for doing so:

Computing research can serve as a diagnostic, helping us to understand and measure social problems with precision and clarity. As a formalizer, computing shapes how social problems are explicitly defined—changing how those problems, and possible responses to them, are understood. Computing serves as rebuttal when it illuminates the boundaries of what is possible through technical means. And computing acts as synecdoche when it makes long-standing social problems newly salient in the public eye.45

These four modalities hold enormous potential for libraries undertaking ML research, and could provide motivating intellectual structure where we might be otherwise tempted to stagnation. Rather than trying to consider every ML project in terms of fairness, a library ML project might instead serve as a diagnostic to the problems inherent in existing digital collections, a rebuttal to ML work falsely claiming objectivity, or a synecdoche that helps patrons better understand the historical stakes of library collections and archives. These three aims meet the pedagogical goals for library ML I outline in 5.5.1, while also aligning with some of the most vital ML research underway in computer science.

2.2. Participant Consent

Though these themes are less prominent in the literature than research focused discussion, certainly some in the library and cultural heritage community see potential in ML methods for better understanding patrons: both who they are and what they are seeking. The AIT, for instance, presents a case study in which sentiment analysis was performed on visitor surveys and comments in order to better understand those documents en masse.46 In the library context, some imagine experiments that, for example, analyze patrons’ borrowing habits in aggregate to better plan future collection development. A more extreme proposal might be to employ facial recognition to identify patrons for the purpose of using library resources, or checking out materials.

Developments like these raise especially urgent ethical questions, particularly around consent. Libraries should take warning from the mistakes that have proliferated in the technological and corporate spheres in the past years and proceed with extreme caution if considering the implementation of patron-focused ML. I take note, for example, that among the many reforms responding to #BlackLivesMatter protests in spring 2020, IBM announced the company “will no longer offer general purpose facial recognition or analysis software” and will also no longer develop or research the technology” after recognizing the extent to which such technologies perpetuate and amplify racial bias.47 Libraries have traditionally supported privacy and anti-surveillance measures and
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again with ML-enabled surveillance systems, libraries can act slowly and deliberately, ultimately refusing to implement technologies that have the potential to harm or marginalize patrons.

One general principle of ethical ML/AI is that people affected by the results of an algorithmic process must be made aware of that process: including its source data, the ways that data is weighed and evaluated, and the steps through which a transformation or decision is enacted. But simple awareness is not sufficient. If people’s data is to be used by an ML process, they must first consent to such use. Given their public charge and mission, libraries must take these charges seriously and respond proactively, rather than reactively, to imperatives of notification and consent. Libraries’ traditional commitment to protect the privacy of patrons certainly carries forward into any ML systems they consider employing. At the very least, libraries must commit to keeping any patron data emerging from an ML project private and restrict any commercialization of that data.

Going further, any ML system that directly affects patrons must be fully documented and advertised across the media that different communities of patrons will encounter. If a community of patrons is unlikely to see a notice on the library’s website, for example, that cannot be the only medium through which the information is shared. In addition, such systems should be deployed as “opt in” rather than “opt out,” meaning that patrons should be given agency to decide whether to participate, not forced to decide to withdraw from a system already implemented. Finally, any patron-focused ML systems must be subject to regular audit and re-evaluation by both library staff and the affected community; see 5.1.6 for recommendations around algorithmic auditing.

2.3. Environmental Impact

The literature on ML in libraries—frankly, like the broader ML literature—has not sufficiently grappled with the environmental effects of the technology, which can be substantially more onerous than typical computing (which is itself not immune from environmental critique). In a 2018 study, updated in 2019, a group from OpenAI found an exponential increase over time in the amount of compute used to train AI models. Looking at data from 1959 to 2019, they found “two distinct eras of training AI systems in terms of compute-usage: (a) a first era, from 1959 to 2012, which is defined by results that roughly track Moore’s law, and (b) the modern era, from 2012 to now, of results using computational power that substantially outpaces macro trends.”48 While many researchers hope ML and AI will help researchers better identify ways to model and mitigate climate change, the technologies themselves have environmental consequences that must be considered.

In a 2019 paper, Strubell et al found that training a deep neural network model “incurs a substantial cost to the environment due to the energy required to power this hardware for weeks or months at a time,” while most of the power current used to train such models does not come from renewable sources. Most dramatically, this study finds that training “the most computationally-hungry models” can emit as much CO2 as five cars would over their entire lifetimes. This study found that “model training and development likely make up a substantial portion of the greenhouse gas emissions attributed to many NLP researchers,” which does point to the need for models that can be useful across experiments, projects, or institutions.49

49 Emma Strubell, Ananya Ganesh, and Andrew McCallum, “Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep Learning in
Such resource-intensive model training is called “Red AI,” and can be contrasted with “Green AI,” or “AI research that yields novel results without increasing computational cost, and ideally reducing it.”\textsuperscript{50} Schwartz \textit{et al} advocate for more widespread Green AI practices in which efficiency becomes a key criterion for evaluating AI research and researchers are ethically bound to report the computational and environmental resources their research requires. One key insight of Schwartz \textit{et al} study is that researchers’ lack of communication about the precise parameters and iterations of their experiments, prevent comparisons that could reduce the field’s environmental impact substantially. They suggest that studies into optimal sizes for training data could ameliorate the need for very massive studies that consume significant amounts of energy, particularly if much smaller datasets yield similar results.

Similar kinds of communication, data sharing, and establishment of best practices could help the ML and libraries community reduce the environmental impact of ML projects. Given the relative newness of ML work in libraries, the field could establish early guidelines for environmental accountability that reduce the need for interventions later. Indeed, the library community could become an exemplar for ML research in other sectors by building measures for environmental accountability into its core practices and holding its community members responsible.

3. Promising Machine Learning Applications

Though attention to the field has intensified in recent years, researchers have already undertaken a wide range of ML experiments in libraries (or using library collections), such that no report could fully summarize them. In this section I seek to outline the most common applications of ML found in the current literature and define the broad areas of greatest promise for work in the immediate future. These areas should not be considered comprehensive of all ML work that might be undertaken in library collections. The future of ML work in libraries will require asking:

1. What under-explored datasets would benefit most from ML approaches and
2. What patterns within those datasets might be most meaningful to surface?

The answers to both of those questions will require creativity in both subject expertise and the application of computational methods.

3.1. Crowdsourcing

Even outside of ML contexts, library crowdsourcing projects are often intended to enhance discoverability, which will be the primary topic of 3.2. I call out crowdsourcing separately, however, as the ways libraries involve communities in annotating collections vary widely, and typically precede the ML experiments described throughout the rest of this section. Sometimes crowdsourced annotations are solicited explicitly as ML training data, while other times ML researchers find data annotated for other purposes useful with an ML context. As noted in 4.1.2, however, one of the

largest challenges facing library ML work is the labor required to create meaningful training data, and crowdsourcing efforts hold much potential for addressing that need.

Meghan Ferriter from the Library of Congress points to prominent library-based crowdsourcing projects created for text-generation and classification, such as OCR correction in Trove’s historical newspaper collection, which both seeks to improve the results of an ML process (OCR) for current discovery, while contributing to the development of better models for future OCR work. Trove’s “text correction hall of fame” celebrates the work of its community members on behalf of Australia’s historical record. The Library of Congress’s Beyond Words project charged volunteers with improving metadata about images in the Chronicling America newspaper corpus by drawing boxes around identified images, transcribing captions and artist names, tagging images by category, and verifying the work of other volunteers. This work both assists with existing discovery interfaces, but has also contributed to training data for ML projects such as IDA and Newspaper Navigator, both of which this report cites as models for library ML. Such efforts can pay dividends across disciplines as well. For example, the Smithsonian Institution’s crowdsourcing efforts to transcribe labels on digitized bee specimens helped researchers train deep learning models to “classify specimens to subgenus…and species.”

The appeal of crowdsourcing for ML projects is clear: if a library can mobilize a community of interested participants, it can build sufficient training data quickly, even in domains for which little or no training data exists. This can save both time and money while generating patron interest in the project’s outcomes. However, libraries cannot expect the movement from crowdsourcing to ML to be seamless. As Ferriter emphasized, a “required condition...for engaging with crowdsourced data as training data for ML” is having a “thorough understanding of the crowdsourcing project’s goals, participants, management and significantly its workflow and data models.” Focusing on the crowdsourcing for Beyond Words, Ferriter notes that the original goals of the project were not to generate ML data, and thus

the nuances of interpreting and legibility of images (grainy photos can look like illustrations), barriers created by the project workflow, and consensus seeking “goals” of the system—coupled with no community management (intentional)—have a great impact on the resulting quality and/or accuracy of the data.

In addition, libraries should be cautious of an “if we build it, they will come” model of crowdsourcing. Successful crowdsourcing projects typically comprise a relatively small group of dedicated contributors and a penumbra of users making less sustained contributions. That core of dedicated users may be drawn from a scholarly organization with an intellectual investment in the project’s outcomes, a community whose materials comprise the project’s data, or a group of hobbyists, but their work must be motivated and recognized, and they must be informed about any uses, including ML, to which their data is being applied.
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Patrons who contribute their labor to research must know they are doing so and willingly consent, and the burden is on libraries to construct fair systems for such participation. Libraries should be critical of efforts that rely, for example, on uncompensated student labor through assignments. As Spencer Keralis reminds us, crowdsourcing “relies on a social contract of volunteerism and informed consent that is simply not possible in the classroom. Student labor in the classroom is never not coerced…The power dynamic of the classroom is such that student choice in this situation cannot be unequivocal, and that faculty objectivity will always be suspect.” Crowdsourcing can be considered another patron-focused application of ML, and as such requires the same proactive communication and consent-seeking as other ML applications.

3.2. Discoverability In and Across Collections

By far the most widely-cited application for machine learning in libraries is to aid discovery in large-scale collections. Experiments have demonstrated the usefulness of ML for extracting machine-actionable text from digitized documents; identifying common topics or ideas across documents; extracting metadata from digitized objects; tagging the content of digital collections; grouping similar materials, whether textual, visual, or auditory; or identifying geographic features in maps and related materials. The most widespread ML technology in libraries, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), already aids search and discovery across many library collections, though libraries have been slower to integrate the results of other ML techniques into their interfaces and catalog systems.

3.2.1. Clustering and Classification

ML methods are often cited as valuable because of their ability to identify connections between materials that might not be apparent to humans browsing collections, due to the limitations of human attention and memory, or even within curated metadata such as catalog records. As large collections of media coalesce in digital forms, including collections whose originals are physically dispersed, libraries look to ML to help group similar materials and enable paths for serendipitous discovery. Through a supervised classification experiment, a corpus of texts could be sorted by genre, theme, or structure, while unsupervised ML experiments could sort the same texts by shared topics or linguistic structures.

Clustering and classification experiments have applications both for domain research and for library systems. For example, a team of researchers trained a classifier on the knowledge classes in the eighteenth-century Encyclopédie in order to evaluate the internal consistency of the original editors’ ontologies. In this case, the purpose of the research was to better understand the source material: to learn about categories of knowledge in the eighteenth century. A more recent example from the “Living With Machines” project team, housed in the British Library’s Alan Turing Institute, used contextualized word embeddings to detect moments of “atypical animacy” in nineteenth-century
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writing—in other words, to find passages in a corpus when machines are represented as living beings.\(^{57}\) Other classification experiments have focused on contemporary knowledge organization. A team of researchers from the National Library of Norway describe an experiment that uses ML methods to automatically group articles and assign Dewey Decimal numbers to them, to aid in cataloging.\(^{58}\)

ML methods are not restricted to textual materials, and in fact some of the most promising current ML experiments draw on computer vision methods to cluster visual materials, such as paintings and photographs. The “National Neighbors” project, led by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh, used a convolutional neural network to relate materials from National Gallery of Art across 2,048 dimensions. The resulting visualizations allow researchers and other interested users to explore these collections by visual similarity, and such data could be incorporated into an interface so that users looking at a particular artwork would be prompted to other similar pieces. Similarly, the “Neural Neighbors” project from Yale’s DH Lab used an Inception Convolutional Neural Network to estimate similarity among more than 27,000 historical photographs in their Meserve-Kunhardt Collection. When users click a particular photograph, the interface prompts them to explore the most similar photographs from the collection, each listed with a percentage indicating its similarity to the original photograph. This simple act of reporting some of the probabilities generated by the ML algorithm speaks to the issue of ML explainability, which I will discuss in 5.2.2.\(^{59}\)

PixPlot, from the same research team, plots the pictures in a 3D visualization for browsing.\(^{60}\) Such clouds of images recall, perhaps, the word clouds stereotypically associated with early textual analysis work, but could provide an effective alternative interface for serendipitous discovery in visual collections. For example, Liz Gallagher describes how researchers trained a neural network on the Wellcome Collection Archive to create a “a rich 1x1x4096 feature vector” about 120,576 images from their collections. Using these vectors, they visualize the entire collection in three-dimensional space, where visually similar images appear nearby each other; measure the visual distance between images; and construct “paths” between any two images in the collection. These are essentially chains of images that constitute the shortest algorithmic distance between the two input images.\(^{61}\)

Such paths are interesting in their own right, but also suggest new paths of research inquiry (how does the work of artist A and B relate?) or serendipitous exploration of a collection.

As the “National Neighbors” researchers write, however, such experiments also prompt meta-questions about what similarity itself means for teaching or research, to “understand how the visual similarity derived by Inception-v3 [their chosen neural network] tracks with the formal qual-


ities we’d usually associate with in art history, and how it operates differently.” In particular, the researchers find that their visualizations often illustrate not (only) the intrinsic visual qualities of the artworks, but the contours of a given collection versus another. In this way, ML can also help an institution understand the inclusions and oversights of its collections at scale, as well as the behavior of the ML model chosen to analyze it.

Whether the data is textual (3.2.3, 3.2.4), tabular (3.2.6), visual (3.2.7), or auditory (3.2.8), ML clustering and classification methods promise to supplement human cataloging and description to make collections more tractable through both search and browsing. By linking related materials, ML can help researchers and students explore domains more thoroughly and efficiently, aiding serendipity in digital libraries. To ensure reliability in such results, systems for iterative human evaluation of ML outputs must be established, as I discuss in 5.1.4. Moreover, the results of ML clustering and classification will always be situated and contextual, speaking only to the interrelationships of a given collection or dataset, rather than a totalizing set of relationships across a scholarly or historical domain. As Kate Zwaard noted in our interview, this work of proper contextualization is one of the single biggest challenges facing ML work, but it is one librarians in particular are well poised to undertake. The expertise of librarians—particularly its archivists and catalogers—will prove necessary for contextualizing the results of ML projects within institutional histories of collecting, description, and digitization.

3.2.2. Pre-Processing

The IDA report (see 1.6.2) discusses a range of experiments undertaken by its team using newspaper data from the Chronicling America and Europeana newspaper collections. IDA separates these experiments into “first-round” and “second-round explorations.” The first-round explorations they describe might be classed as infrastructural, or “pre-processing” as described in the report. IDA focuses on tasks such as segmenting documents into meaningful sectors, classifying graphic elements, extracting text, or assessing the quality of archival images. Such activities receive less attention or esteem than they deserve from humanities and DH scholars, as they perhaps seem separate from interpretation, but the more touted methods such as topic modeling, vector space analysis, image clustering, or genre classification cannot happen without these more fundamental processes. For example, effective zoning of document images leads to more effective transcription (see 3.2.3 and 3.2.4), which leads to more reliable data for historical or textual analysis.

Experimenting with a range of ML tools and algorithms, the IDA team found a number they describe as promising for tasks such as zoning or segmentation, and they also demonstrate the potential to compare pages’ visual similarity (a second-round exploration). For full details about their nine explorations, see the full IDA report. Here I point to this work in order to highlight the potential for ML methods to help with necessary but labor-intensive processing for cultural heritage materials. In this vein, the IDA team “wondered about the interplay of human expertise and processes and machine knowledge and processes. What human-computer processes,” they ask,
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might be viably and validly adopted and operationalized as, say, part of a daily routine? What human-computer approaches are viable and valid in terms of effectiveness and efficiency in order to address issues of scalability? What value might there be in cross-learning, loop-learning, and cross-processing, where machines learn from humans, humans respond to and adapt understanding based on machine learning, and this looped learning informs processes and decision-making? 

As libraries turn to ML to automate pre-processing steps, they must remember that pre-processing will have substantial downstream effects. Pre-processing does not suggest pre-interpretation and the structure of such work should be as carefully considered as the other tasks outlined in this section.

3.2.3. Optical Character Recognition

The most widely deployed ML technology in libraries is Optical Character Recognition (OCR), which comprises a set of algorithms designed to mimic the functions of the human eye and brain and discern which marks within an image represent letterforms or other markers of written language, transcribing these into machine-actionable text data. Typically OCR is used in situations where manual transcription would be too costly or time consuming, such as when a large corpus has been scanned. Both large- and small-scale digital archives rely on OCR, including collections such as HathiTrust, EEBO, ECCO, or Chronicling America. Relative to manual transcription, OCR is a quick and affordable means for creating computable text data from a large collection of images.

OCR is so widely used in digital library collections that it is easy to forget it is a ML method at all. For the most part, OCR is a supervised ML method, in which an engine is trained on a set of known documents and then used to transcribe a larger set of unknown ones. For many collections, OCR-derived data can be deeply errorful, as I will outline below, but overall I would posit the technology as a primary example of how libraries have and might continue to integrate useful probabilistic data into discovery interfaces. In short, despite its shortcomings, OCR is a ML method that has quickly become central to discovery and has, quietly but dramatically, transformed entire sectors of research. Certainly scholars debate the impacts of this transformation, citing the anecdotal confirmations possible in super-abundant text archives or the ways search amplifies the importance of digitized sources over undigitized ones, but OCR has significantly increased access to large-scale collections, including in media that were difficult to access at scale prior to its development. The use of historical newspapers, for instance, has exploded in scholarship of the past two decades, largely due to the kinds of access enabled by searchable text data, which can make vast collections tractable.

As David Smith and I outlined in our 2019 report, “A Research Agenda for Historical and Multilingual Digital Collections,” digital libraries, intelligent data analytics, and augmented description.”

gual Optical Character Recognition” (funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and conducted in consultation with the NEH’s Office of Digital Humanities and the Library of Congress), there is significant opportunity for research that will create more reliable and representative OCR data over the next five to ten years. OCR was largely developed to process typewritten, English-language, mid-twentieth-century business documents. With that kind of input, OCR is remarkably reliable, transcribing with greater than 90% accuracy. When those OCR engines are applied to historical documents, however, with distinct typography, complex layouts, torn pages, smeared ink, and any number of features those OCR engines were not trained to discern, then the reliability of OCR transcription declines precipitously. A famous example of this is the German fraktur typeface, or “blackletter” in English, which was used in most German books and newspapers through the early 20th century and which OCR engines have not historically been well trained to recognize or transcribe.

For multilingual documents and languages outside English, particularly those do not use Latin script, the problem becomes even more acute and error rates significantly higher. Our report surveys a range of exciting work addressing these limitations. The Primeros Libros de las Américas project at the University of Puebla and Texas A&M, for example, worked to automatically transcribe books in sixteenth-century variants of Latin, Spanish, Nahuatl, and other languages—often with mixtures of these languages in, e.g., grammatical works and with significant orthographic variation within languages. The Open Islamicate Texts Initiative (OpenITI) project focuses on building language models across Arabic, Persian, Ottoman Turkish, Urdu, and other Arabic-script languages of the Islamic world.

These and similar projects illustrate the enormous potential remaining for OCR research that will expand the reach and impact of digital library collections for education and research.

I will not reiterate all of our previous OCR report recommendations here, but only emphasize those that resonate with others in this report, such as the pressing need to develop better training data sets for documents from particular periods, languages, or document types. Like other ML approaches, the quality of OCR depends entirely on the training data provided, and thus the most promising developments in this area will rely on the development of more robust and diverse collections of training data. In particular, our report called for focused development in particular areas, as “knowledge domains exist for which a concerted, focused effort of funding and research could substantially advance the current state of optical character recognition for an entire subfield or research area.” In addition, however, we acknowledged that libraries, universities, and other cultural heritage organizations also host a wide range of transcription projects that could provide meaningful training data for improved OCR systems if systems were developed to gather and deploy them.

One reason OCR is so important for ML and library research is that the availability of text data is
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often the first requirement for employing other ML techniques outlined in this report. For a researcher to create topic or vector space models of a collection, for instance, they first need machine-readable text data of that collection, which may well be created using OCR. As Smith and I outline in our OCR report, the statistical impact of errorful OCR on subsequent analytical tasks is not well enough understood, though researchers are beginning to assess it. Hill and Hengchen constructed a series of experiments to evaluate the effect of differing levels of OCR quality on a range of computational text analysis techniques, and found that OCR has less impact than anticipated on topic models, while having a larger, though not unmanageable, effect on collocations. As libraries delve further into complex ML techniques, their OCR data will become ever more important.

3.2.4. Handwriting Recognition

While there remains work to be done for OCR, even more remains for handwriting recognition, which could make libraries’ substantial manuscript collections computationally tractable for full-text search, as well as the follow-on data analysis techniques described in this report. While the word “manuscript” often calls to mind medieval European texts—certainly a subset of the materials handwriting recognition would benefit—the category is much broader, including materials from around the world, and from regions or group of people for whom handwriting remained the dominant technology of textual transmission for practical or cultural reasons into the modern period. In addition, libraries hold vast collections of diaries, letters, papers, and other handwritten genres—handwritten genres which surrounded and shaped print culture throughout its history. In many cases, these manuscript collections likely eclipse printed collections in both scope and representation, but remain largely inaccessible to computational analysis.

Where the regularization of print makes OCR feasible, however, the many individual nuances of handwriting have made it far more difficult to devise systems for computational detection and transcription at scale. As with other ML projects, substantial training data is required to train a model on a particular hand, but the sheer number of hands in any given manuscript collection make it impossible for most libraries or cultural heritage organizations to train models for each. Some of the most promising ML work related to handwriting recognition, then, is organized around compiling training data. The Transkribus project from the University of Innsbruck is, at base, a platform for collecting training data. Scholars using the software can transcribe primary texts (whether handwritten or printed) and contribute them to the platform, linking their transcription to the source image they used. Once a scholar has transcribed at least 100 images, the research team trains a Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) engine on the data, which the scholar can then use to automatically transcribe more images from the same domain.

In addition to its outreach to scholars, the Transkribus project describes itself as a resource for libraries seeking to mobilize a local community of users (librarians, scholars, students) to rapidly develop an HTR model for a local collection and thereby enrich its data, as well as for computer scientists who need an environment to test tools in development. As such we might look to
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this project as a model for motivated crowdsourced engagement (see 3.1) in order to build domain data. In 4.1.2 I describe the need among scholars and libraries for more domain-specific training data, if we hope to see a wider investment in ML projects. Transkribus provides a compelling model for community-driven efforts to create, gather, and share training data, as well as the potential for crowdsourcing for rapid dataset development. While Transkribus focuses on handwritten text recognition—alongside some OCR—its platform and community-engagement models could be adapted across a wide range of domains and ML projects.

3.2.5. Metadata Recognition and Extraction

Methods such as named-entity, location, and date recognition can be used to extract valuable metadata from digital holdings and enrich collections for browsing, searching, and computational analysis. Such methods attempt to automatically recognize meaningful words such as proper names, geographic names, and temporal markers from text data (perhaps text data extracted from images through an earlier workflow). While straightforward entities can be identified by cross-referencing dictionaries of meaningful terms, ML methods can be employed to ascertain less-well defined entities using linguistic context, document structure, or probabilistic measures of similarity. In our interview, Digital Humanities Librarian Amanda Rust cited identifying people and places within unstructured text data as one of the most exciting possibilities for ML work, particularly for historical materials and research.\(^{75}\) The goal of these ML methods is to identify a particular, meaningful type of metadata within a larger, possibly unstructured dataset.

Consider work on maps and other geographic materials. More than a decade ago, Chen et al described an approach to inter-related resources such as “text-based geographic literature; technical reports and surveys; maps, aerial photos, satellite images, and digital elevation models; and a large variety of scientific datasets” that seeks to identify geographic features across these sources and create a “geographic knowledge representation system” that will support “concept-based access” to those collections.\(^{76}\) The goal of this research was to identify meaningful features and link related material across media, so that collection users could trace paths not apparent in the items’ core metadata. More recent literature in ML and libraries seems less engaged with geographic holdings, but current methods for image and video analysis, alongside corporate investments in geographic data analysis, provide ample reason to consider new experiments with such collections. More recently, the Library of Congress’s John Hessler has employed deep learning to extract spatial features from historical maps.

One of the most exciting possibilities of ML work is that it will help expand the features within digital libraries that can even be captured and analyzed as data. Named entities, whether personal, geographic, or otherwise, are already prioritized by catalogs and indices, but there are less obvious patterns that ML can make tractable. In the America’s Public Bible project, for instance, historian Lincoln Mullen identifies biblical quotations within the Library of Congress’s Chronicling America newspaper collection, in order to explore the frequency and context of such quotations in historical
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newspaper articles (as well as other textual genres reprinted in historical newspapers). Similarly, the Viral Texts project (on which I am a primary investigator) traces the reprinting of texts across millions of newspaper pages.

These and similar projects seek to identify and record very different kinds of metadata from what library catalogs typically represent, tracing not distinct, atomized texts but fragments of texts woven throughout a corpus. As such, they are emblematic of both an opportunity and challenge of ML for enriching library data. The kinds of patterns ML allow researchers to identify may not map easily onto existing metadata structures, a challenge I describe in more detail in 4.1.5. If libraries wish to integrate ML-derived metadata into interfaces for discovery (see the recommendations in 5.4.2), existing infrastructure may not accommodate that integration. However, the prospect of rich, contextual, deeply-linked data is primary driver for much ML work with library collections and may justify such development.

3.2.6. Historical Tabular Data Extraction

In addition to unstructured data (whether textual, visual, auditory, or other), libraries also hold vast archives of structured data in historical media that could be useful for research and teaching, but which are incredibly challenging to digitize with their data structures intact. We might consider a city archive holding historical immigration forms, for example, or a university archive holding paper records from its past students. In an interview, Amanda Rust noted the sheer propensity of “record-style documents” across library collections, including many that are digitized, but only as image or PDF files. Rust pointed to ML as a potentially fruitful path to identifying the data in such collections, extracting and organizing that data into discrete variables, and thus making such collections computationally tractable for research.

Computer scientist Benjamin Lee demonstrated the usefulness of an ML approach to documents in research undertaken for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Lee’s project worked with scans of death certificate reference cards produced by the International Tracing Service (ITS), an organization formed to reunite survivors of the Holocaust, and which continues to serve as a reference source for people seeking information about Holocaust victims. Lee identified at least
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I want to note Lee’s well-considered discussion of this project’s ethics, given its sensitive subject matter: “it is imperative that any application of these [ML] methods to Holocaust material is done ethically and with the utmost consideration of the victims. I contend that the research presented in this article abides by these stipulations. First, distinction must be drawn between a document in an archive and the person described by the document: this research serves to analyze and classify CNI cards within ITS, not the human beings whom they describe. Second, because card type is an intrinsic property of a CNI card, the classification of CNI cards by type is a task with an a priori answer, unlike subjective tasks related to the document’s content, such as sentiment analysis or topic modeling. Finally, though this article includes many figures and frequently quotes statistics describing the efficacy and computational efficiency of this method, the intent is neither to dehumanize nor to aestheticize the content of the archive; rather, these plots and statistics are necessary features of demonstrating the effectiveness of this method in improving access to the unique information and stories preserved within the archive.”, Lee, “Machine Learning, Template Matching, and the
four variants of the ITS’ death certificate cards, and notes a number of factors that make the digitized cards difficult to research, including the fact that “the only consistent metadata recorded were the names of referenced individuals,” the low resolution of the digital images, and the predominance of handwritten information on the cards. Lee employed computer vision and machine learning to classify the cards in this archive. From nearly 40 million cards, Lee’s classifier was able to identify more than 300,000 death certificate cards of three distinct kinds. This preliminary ML research enhances researchers’ ability to analyze ITS cards while modeling a path for ML methods to help develop more rich, computationally tractable record and document collections.

3.2.7. Visual Data Annotation

In the section on clustering and classification above, I discussed applications of neural networks for mapping relationships among visual materials, such as paintings or photographs, to enable new forms of exploration. In addition to sorting by visual similarity—already potentially exciting for new modes of research—ML methods can help annotate the content of both still and moving image data to make such materials more amenable for browsing and search. The Civil War Photo Sleuth project at Virginia Tech University, for example, collates data from the Library of Congress, National Archives, National Portrait Gallery, and other sources to identify soldiers depicted in Civil War card-portraits. This project leverages crowdsourcing to both create data (users can contribute their own photos) and to help verify the results of their ML identifications.

In addition to still images, ML methods can make video data in library collections more tractable for research. Markus Mühling et al describe research for automatically annotating more than 2,500 hours of video archives from the German Democratic Republic (GDR). Using a deep convolutional neural network, they developed a content-based video retrieval system that enables researchers to find particular moments, figures, or subjects (e.g. “Trabant, GDR emblem, military parade, optical industry, or community policeman”) within those videos, as well as text that is displayed in video particular segments (e.g. headline text in newsfeeds or signs in scenes). In this experiment, the neural network tagged 77 concepts and 9 people from their source videos and “The system was extensively tested by an archivist in the everyday work of the German Broadcasting Archive. From this archivist’s perspective, it has been shown that concepts with an AP [average precision] score of more than approximately 50% turned out to be very useful in practice. Altogether, 66% of the concepts achieved an AP score of more than 50%.” This experiment shows that ML could be quite useful for enriching moving image data, which is a particularly difficult data type to atomize.

In a related article, Taylor Arnold, Lauren Tilton, and Annie Berke demonstrate how face detection and recognition algorithms can enable advanced formal and cultural analysis of moving images. They apply computer vision algorithms toward a “distant viewing” of two mid-twentieth-century
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US sitcoms, *Bewitched* and *I Dream of Jeannie*, analyzing more than 150 hours of material. Their focus, as they write, is on the application of facial recognition algorithms to locate and identify characters with a shot. Details regarding framing, shot blocking, and narrative structure can be inferred directly from information about the characters...Our goal is to build algorithms that are able to extract these semantics automatically from a corpus. Shot semantics provide features that are of a higher complexity relative to shot breaks and color analysis. By incorporating a more nuanced view of the moving images, our analysis not only provides a deeper understanding of the formal decisions made by actors, writers, camera operators, directors, and editors but lays bare those meanings that are not necessarily intended but are still articulated through form and style.

Among other things, this “shot semantics” approach enables the team to analyze the gender dynamics of the two shows by evaluating the prominence of particular characters, based both on the amount of time they are on the screen, but also based on less immediately apparent dynamics, such as which gender of characters typically appear first in the scenes of one show versus another. While there are not yet many ML experiments using moving images in libraries, those such as I have discussed here point to the enormous potential of ML methods for enriching such collections.

### 3.2.8. Audio Data Annotation

Similarly to moving images, audio data has been particularly challenging to label with granularity and precision. Here, too, ML methods show great promise for making audio data more tractable for exploration and research. Basaran *et al* describe using a convolutional recurrent neural network to estimate the dominant melody in musical recordings, which enables music to be grouped by similarity of melody.

Such clustering has significant research implications, allowing researchers to compare and contrast the shape of compositions across collections, time periods, or even genres. As described by the *Dig That Lick* project team, this approach facilitates “automatic recognition of musical structures and their linkage through metadata to historical and social context.” The *Dig That Lick* “Pattern History of Jazz” and *Pattern Search* websites provide compelling examples of ML-driven exploratory interfaces. Users can search the recurring patterns across the project’s audio, seeing and hearing the similarities uncovered by the ML clustering and gaining new insight into the “licks” that define the history of jazz music. As libraries support more ML research, this project provides a useful model for how an interface to ML data can enable meaningful search and browsing for researchers, students, and the public.
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3.2.9. Linking Collections

This report will not delve into the literature around linked open data, which is far deeper than I can possibly do justice. However, I do want to note the potential for ML to help identify linked data across collections or even institutions, in particular for automatically mapping metadata. In an interview, Amanda Rust noted how difficult it currently is to link data across small, local repositories. Organizations such as the Digital Public Library of America and Europeana have undertaken enormous projects linking metadata across collections, but doing so requires significant handwork, and consortial efforts are limited. The *The Atlas of Digitised Newspapers and Metadata*, for instance, reports on the *Oceanic Exchanges* project’s work to conduct computational analyses across national digital newspaper collections. Researchers are keen to work across collections, and ML could potentially assist in enabling such work.

3.3. Library Administration and Outreach

In addition to aiding discovery, a subset of the ML and libraries literature focuses on the uses of machine learning for administrative and outreach tasks, such as collection management or better understanding of patrons. While some of these practical applications are likely worth further exploration, in 2.2 I caution against patron-focused efforts that move into grey territory in terms of participant consent and strongly advise libraries to be proactive in their responses to these concerns. There are a range of institutionally-focused applications of ML that are worth outlining this report, however, with appropriate caveats.

3.3.1. Collection Management

One task all libraries face is evaluating and weeding collections, either due to space or budget constraints. A study from Wesleyan University found that a classifier trained on librarians’ priorities for weeding (e.g. age, number of times checked out, recency of last circulation, number of copies in peer libraries) was able to reliably suggest titles to be removed from circulation, with “statistically significant agreement between human decisions and automated classifier predictions.” Importantly, the model suggested by this study does not entirely automate the process of weeding, and favors precision over recall, as “mistakenly discarding an item has more impact than mistakenly keeping it.”

While focused on weeding, this study has implications for the other areas outlined in this report, in that it integrates the automation of an ML assessment with the judgement of human experts. The ML classification suggests the titles most likely to need weeding, but these suggestions are then reviewed by library staff before action is taken. This application of ML speeds a labor-intensive
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task, but the workflow explicitly incorporates the trained judgment of library professionals. These judgments can in turn be integrated into subsequent training of the weeding algorithm. As libraries establish ML workflows, they should be self-consciously structuring similarly iterative dialogues between ML processes and human expertise.

3.3.2. Preservation and Conservation

Though far less written about than other topics, the Library of Congress’s Abigail Potter also points to emerging projects seeking to employ ML to identify collection items in need of “preservation or conservation action.” In one case, for instance, a computer vision project reviews photographs of library stacks and seeks to identify visible signs of damage or wear that might direct librarians’ attention to areas of need. In concert with digitization, we can imagine a range of ML efforts aimed at collection triage and preservation prioritization.\(^{91}\)

3.3.3. ML Literacy Education

In 5.5.1 I argue that libraries’ existing role as sites for information literacy education should extend to ML literacy. University, school, and public libraries already undertake significant work helping patrons understand the reliability of research sources, and these duties will magnify as AI/ML accelerates the production of unreliable information online and increasingly determines real-life outcomes for patrons, as described in Section 2. Just as existing library pedagogy focuses on helping students and patrons evaluate the credibility, point-of-view, perceived audience, and context of research materials, ML literacy pedagogy would emphasize the situated-ness of ML training data and experiments, including the biases or oversights that influence the outcomes of academic, economic, and governmental ML processes. This pedagogical mission also complements libraries’ existing commitments to privacy, helping patrons become more active agents against growing systems of surveillance and algorithmic injustice. By centering themselves in communicating with the public about ML, libraries can take a leadership role in one of the central cultural debates of the twenty-first century.

3.3.4. Supporting Patron ML Experiments

In 5.2.1 I argue “digitization and access remain the biggest challenges to responsible and representative ML experiments using library collections.” In brief, creating more machine-actionable collections and making them easily accessible (whether through bulk downloads or APIs) leads to more experimentation outside of the library itself, among computational users in digital humanities, social science, and computer science. A central role for the library in ML, then, will be the continued creation and management of digital collections, as well as continued dialogue with researchers who make use of those collections. In this way, a library’s role in ML may be much wider than the projects underway within it. As noted in the introduction to this report, the library can

serve as a unique site for interdisciplinary dialogue and collaboration around collections, but ideally the collaborations that result for such dialogue will flourish within and beyond the confines of any particular institutions. Here too I would point to the example of LC Labs, who both foster ML projects, such as the frequently-cited Newspaper Navigator, but also provide their data to a broader user community in order to foster follow-on projects and experiments.

### 3.4. Creative and Activist Interventions

While this report focuses primarily on research outputs of ML, one important thread from the ML + Libraries meeting and the broader literature is ML's potential for expressive, artistic, and activist projects. Such work can support a number of the most urgent goals expressed in this report, for example by prompting people to more carefully consider how representation and bias influence the outcomes of ML in corporate, governmental, and other contexts. In Joy Buolamwini’s project, “The Coded Gaze,” she demonstrates how wearing a white mask makes her more legible to facial recognition software in order to expose the racial biases that informed the algorithm’s creation. The project dramatizes the “exclusion from seemingly neutral machines programmed with algorithms” for people of color. This important work contributed to IBM’s recent decision to divest from developing or selling facial recognition software due to its racial biases.

Buolamwini founded the Algorithmic Justice League to educate people about these issues and advocate for just technologies, and their work blends art, research, and advocacy. Work such as that undertaken by the Algorithmic Justice League should be central to libraries’ strategies for both managing bias (see 2.1), by confronting it rather than ignoring it, as well as for building patrons’ ML literacy (3.3.3). I would also point to Kate Crawford and Trevor Paglen’s “ImageNet Roulette,” in which participants could upload a photograph, which would then be assigned tags based on the ImageNet library’s annotations:

When a user uploads a picture, the application first runs a face detector to locate any faces. If it finds any, it sends them to the Caffe model for classification. The application then returns the original images with a bounding box showing the detected face and the label the classifier has assigned to the image. If no faces are detected, the application sends the entire scene to the Caffe model and returns an image with a label in the upper left corner.

While some of the returned classifications are innocuous, funny, or just strange, others are offensive, and explicitly demonstrate the biases in the training data underlying ImageNet. I delve into ImageNet’s problems more in 4.1.3, but for now I point to “ImageNet Roulette” as an ML project that explicitly seeks to build public literacy about the potential ramifications of training data biases for broader ML implementation. As with “The Coded Gaze,” this project explains formerly unexplained AI and brings public attention to an urgent problem. As libraries contemplate ML projects,
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such projects can serve as models for explainable ML that interrogates and confronts bias rather than hiding it behind an interface or visualization.

In addition to activism, artists and scholars are increasingly experimenting with ML methods for generative, aesthetic creations. The screenplay for the short film *Sun Spring*, a collaboration between filmmaker Oscar Sharp and (self-described) creative technologist Ross Godwin, was written by an ML program trained on hundreds of sci-fi movie and television scripts.\(^9^5\) Hannah Davis is a “generative composer” who creates projects like *TransProse*, which “finds different features throughout a work of text, and programatically creates music with a similar emotional tone and underlying structure.”\(^9^6\) I would also point to Janelle Shane’s fantastic blog *AI Weirdness*—soon to be a book—which documents “experiments [that] have included computer programs that try to invent human things like recipes, paint colors, cat names, and candy heart messages.”\(^9^7\) Most of these projects are as much about interrogating the possibilities and limitations of their underlying technologies as they are about the aesthetic objects created, but as such these experiments are intriguing models of explainable ML, in which readers (or hearers or users) come to better understand how ML works through engagement with the sometimes strange, sometimes delightful, and sometimes unsettling artifacts it produces.

For libraries, these creative engagements should not simply be an afterthought. At the very least, libraries should strive to make digital collections available for generative and transformative use. As I will describe in 5.2, access to data for ML must be the core of any library’s ML strategy. Beyond data access, however, libraries should consider the ways generative and creative ML experiments might prompt greater public engagement, both with their collections and with ML technologies. Could an ML-based recipe generator prompt greater engagement with a collection of historical recipes, for instance, or might an auto-tagger for patrons’ photos help them better understand how ML was used to classify a collection of artwork? There is ample opportunity for collaboration between libraries and data artists to serve core missions toward public scholarship and information literacy.

### 4. Common Challenges for ML + Libraries

While there is much excitement about the possibilities for ML in libraries, as described in Section 3, that excitement can be tempered by both practical and intellectual hurdles. Participants in the Machine Learning + Libraries Summit, as well as those interviewed during the preparation of this report, outlined a number of shared challenges for conceiving, planning, and implementing ML experiments. Meeting these challenges will require concerted efforts between institutions, as well as collaboration among librarians, academic researchers, and technologists.
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4.1. Data for ML

There are several distinct types of data essential to all ML projects. Each must be considered and each presents unique challenges for ML work in libraries. Some projects have more stages and include more data types, but all ML projects in libraries should include:

1. **Training data** in a particular domain, in which the elements the ML project hopes to analyze (e.g. genre, visual content, geographic features) have been annotated by human beings (e.g. through tagging, markup, or similar). ML models learn from the examples provided in the training dataset.

2. **Validation data** (sometimes called “test data,” and there is some confusion in the literature between these terms), which is similar to training data but not used to train the model. Once a model is trained, it is applied to the test data to see if it fits as expected.

3. **Unannotated data** in the chosen domain to which the model, once trained and validated, will be applied.

4. **ML-annotated data**, i.e. the new data that results from the ML process.

The challenges I discuss below will pertain to some or all of these data types. It is essential to understand, however, that the central challenges of ML in libraries are challenges of dataset construction and contextualization. Fortunately, these challenges are familiar to librarians. While ML might seem technically intimidating, at base a robust ML strategy will draw on libraries’ core strengths of dataset construction and description.

4.1.1. Machine-actionable Data

Despite the technical, infrastructural, and social problems outlined in the rest of this section, basic digitization and access remain the single greatest obstacles to more and more effective ML research in libraries. Much of the meta-narrative about the kinds of research ML methods might enable presumes a fundamental access to digital data, a presumption which does not always align with reality. While the past decades have seen significant efforts toward digitization and digital curation, digital libraries represent only a fraction of the materials held in physical libraries and archives. Moreover, as described in 3.1, the collection and digitization practices for digital libraries have been “colonialist, racist, hetero- and gendernormative, and supremacist in other structural and systemic ways” that require redress.\(^{98}\) Confronting that reality requires that libraries prioritize more inclusive and comprehensive digitization as a necessary prelude to ML projects.

If broader and more inclusive datasets are not available to researchers, then ML experiments will inevitably reinscribe existing gaps and injustices. Digitization itself, in other words, remains the largest hurdle to ML work in libraries. As Padilla outlines in RO, “To date, much of the work producing machine-actionable collections has not been framed as a core activity. In some cases, the work is simultaneously hyped for its potential to support research and relegated to a corner as an unsustainable boutique operation.”\(^{99}\) Though it may seem too simple, the first priority of
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any ML strategy must be creating machine-actionable datasets. As Laura Nelson said in our interview, “Making machine readable data would do far, far more than any GUI tool you might throw up.” Data is more important than a bespoke tool because the latter constitutes a walled garden—potentially interesting, but limited—while a single machine-actionable dataset can spark many experiments, visualizations, interpretations, and arguments, both within the library and from outside researchers.

4.1.2. Ground Truth / Training Datasets

The second most common challenge reported by those engaged in machine learning projects with and for cultural heritage institutions is the relative lack of domain-specific ground truth or training data. While some “standard” training datasets exist in the broader ML literature, these are mostly ill suited to the requirements of libraries and other cultural heritage institutions. To date, most ML projects in libraries have required bespoke data annotation to create sufficient training data. Reproducing this work for every ML project, however, risks wasting both time and labor, and there are ample opportunities for scholars to share and build upon each other’s work.

The IDA team notes that the Library of Congress’s data was relatively simple to gain access to for their research, but that data was not typically annotated in ways that facilitated the ML experiments they sought to undertake. The IDA report summarizes the training data dilemma of many ML researchers pithily: “as ground truth, ground truth data proved challenging.” Continuing from this maxim, they claim,

[W]e had to create ground truth sets ourselves or turn to externally available datasets that provided the type/nature of ground truth information needed. Sometimes, we had to create these ground truth sets because the data did not otherwise exist as verifiable data...In other cases, the nature of the ground truth did not fit with our proposed approach.

The IDA team concludes “that the bibliographic information and collections-centered metadata previously pursued in libraries is a limited vision of what will be needed for machine learning applications and new areas of research.” To put that another way, the metadata found in library catalogs and databases may not map well onto the annotations needed to pursue an ML project, and neither libraries nor researchers cannot presume that available data will be immediately ready for ML tasks, even if the data is broadly available.

4.1.3. Limits of “Gold Standard” Datasets

Popular libraries for training deep learning or neural net models, such as the ImageNet library widely used for projects using visual data, comprise contemporary and conventionally Western subjects and taxonomies. Kate Crawford and Trevor Paglen’s “Excavating AI” models a practice of data archeology to help understand that “every layer of a given training set’s architecture is
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infused with politics.” Crawford and Paglen focus on ImageNet, a database of “over 14 million labeled images organized into more than 20 thousand categories” that has become ubiquitous as training data for ML research projects. While ImageNet was first announced in 2009, they show its taxonomies are “based on the semantic structure of WordNet, a database of word classifications developed at Princeton University in the 1980s.” As such, ImageNet inherits assumptions from WordNet, such as the idea that “male” and “female” are the only two valid types of human body, while other gender identities are present only as outdated and often-offensive terms.

Looking further, Crawford and Paglen find that categories include “racist slurs and misogynistic terms” to describe images of people in the database. They conclude their investigation by emphasizing the power of training sets to shape anything we might learn from ML/AI:

> There is much at stake in the architecture and contents of the training sets used in AI. They can promote or discriminate, approve or reject, render visible or invisible, judge or enforce. And so we need to examine them—because they are already used to examine us—and to have a wider public discussion about their consequences, rather than keeping it within academic corridors. As training sets are increasingly part of our urban, legal, logistical, and commercial infrastructures, they have an important but underexamined role: the power to shape the world in their own images.\(^{102}\)

The lesson of this kind of investigation for libraries is clear: ML projects should not adopt “standard” training dataset such as ImageNet simply because they are easy to obtain or use. It is essential that projects understand the histories of any existing training data used so that its biases and oversights can, at the least, be addressed. For many ML projects in libraries, existing datasets such as ImageNet are not well suited as ground-truth or training data.

### 4.1.4. Fitting Data Across Domains/Periods

In addition to the problems of racial, ethnic, class, gender, or sexuality bias outlined above, most widespread datasets in the ML literature also suffer from selection biases that hinder application to many library collections. Standard ML training datasets are focused on (relatively) contemporary materials and are often biased toward dominant racial, linguistic, or cultural groups. In other words, they are not well-fitted to help researchers understand many communities, regions, cultures, or historical periods. When such “out of the box” datasets are used to train a model for cultural heritage work, the resulting analyses will not suffice. In our interview, Kate Zwaard described the Library of Congress’s work on the Speech-To-Text Viewer, which seeks to transcribe the dialogue from Smithsonian Folkways Recordings. “The accuracy of the transcriptions was quite low,” Zwaard described, partly due to the quality of the recordings used, “but also because of regional dialects” in the recordings for which little training data exists.\(^{103}\)

The LoC’s experience in this project demonstrates the kinds of domain mismatch that can hamper effective, just library ML projects. Using an existing language model likely trained on “general American English”—a linguistic category that centers a dialect largely associated with white,
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middle-class Americans as “standard”—means that the voices of people from marginalized communities will be less tractable to ML and thus to users who might benefit from ML analysis. This kind of domain mismatch is one of the most pressing challenges for libraries delving into ML, as the process of annotating training data is often the most costly element of an ML project, both in terms of salary for those doing the work and in terms of the time required. Libraries and researchers need ground truth and training datasets compiled specifically for cultural heritage work, curated by domain experts.

Moving forward, library ML projects should strive to make not only the data resulting from their analyses, but also their training datasets available post-project. As Benjamin Lee outlined in an interview, ML experiments can benefit enormously from pre-training on near-neighbor data, which can significantly reduce the time and labor of training data annotation. As Lee noted, when bootstrapping on a similar dataset an ML project might need to annotate only a few hundred pages in the project’s particular domain rather than a few thousand, or (to put it another way) to only spend a few days annotating training data, rather than a few months.104 More regularized sharing of training data, in other words, could make ML projects more feasible across the board for libraries.

4.1.5. New Objects of Analysis

In their interview, Lauren Tilton and Taylor Arnold raised an additional, intellectual challenge posed by ML in libraries. Discussing their work on film (discussed in more detail in 3.2.7), they noted that conducting an ML analysis of moving images changes the object of study itself:

> When you start looking at moving images and doing ML on them, your object of study is no longer an entire film but shots or scenes or still images. And that suddenly brings in important questions for archives and libraries. When the record itself changes...that raises huge questions that folks are not grappling with. Not just enriching a particular object but changing the object.105

The transformative effects of ML analyses will pose fundamental questions for catalogers, archivists, and information scientists alike about how to document the new objects created through ML work and relate those new objects to the source materials they help illuminate.

4.1.6. Sharing Data

In the same interview, Tilton and Arnold pointed to another major challenge that echoes throughout the literature: while there are sustained and growing calls for ML researchers to share data, “there’s no real agreed upon standard for sharing this data or what it should look like. Everyone keeps saying IIIF but that doesn’t seem to be happening.”106 Their own work on twentieth-century video materials raises additional questions of intellectual property, and whether the training or output data they generate is sufficiently transformative to be shared openly. These concerns were echoed in my interview with Amanda Rust, who noted that, despite the long conversation around linked
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open data in the library field and beyond, few libraries have interlinked systems that can make full use of existing data, much less the data that might be derived from ML experiments. Rust pointed to SNAC (Social Networks and Archival Context) as one system just beginning to implement the vision of linked open data.

To effectively share ML data will require some reimagining of library systems, and thoughtfulness about means of sharing that do not require adapting data to legacy metadata systems or vendor-controlled solutions. In my recommendations in Section 5 I will point to projects, such as the LoC’s Newspaper Navigator, that seek to model data sharing, but notably most current examples rely on out-of-copyright source materials, meaning the unique challenges raised by twentieth- and twenty-first-century materials remain unsolved. Padilla’s RO notes that “Rights assessment at scale presents significant challenges for libraries,” which is only compounded by “machine actionable collection use”:

[U]sers seek to analyze large collections (e.g., thousands, hundreds of thousands, millions of works); make use of content types replete with challenging licenses and terms of use (e.g., A/V materials, social media data); make use of aggregate collections from multiple national sources with competing legal paradigms governing use; and situations arise wherein rights assessment is clearly determined but ethical questions bearing on use remain.  

The Library of Congress’s Kate Zwaard also acknowledged the challenges of rights assessment, saying, “A huge barrier to putting materials online is rights analysis.” Zwaard wondered, however, “if we could use ML to take a first pass at materials that can’t be published openly online” in order to “scale up our ability to give access to materials.” Tilton and Arnold noted that solving the problem of data access will “require conversations between ML scholars, data scientists, and librarians” and that scholars will look to libraries such as the Library of Congress for guidance on these issues.

4.2. Staff Expertise in ML

Across the board, the greatest practical obstacle to effective ML work in libraries is staff expertise. Few LIS programs provide training in ML methods, which means libraries cannot expect to hire entry-level librarians with the necessary skills to take on ML projects. Trained ML specialists from other sectors command substantial salaries, whether libraries are seeking to hire full-time, in-house expertise or contract expertise for particular projects. Training from within requires substantial investments of time, as existing staff must be freed from other duties—which potentially must be assumed by other staff members—and given sufficient time to cultivate ML proficiencies. Given the overall trend toward constriction in library budgets, it is difficult for many, if not most, libraries to gather the necessary expertise to undertake ML work, however exciting the projects they might imagine. Small and medium-sized institutions in particular struggle with access to expertise.

Given these realities, there is immense pressure for libraries to make use of vendor solutions that
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promise easy access to ML results. These platforms, however, also cede control of collections and processes to vendors in ways that foreclose many of the most innovative possibilities for ML transforming research access. Libraries cannot recreate all of the services that are provided by technology or information companies, and so forms of collaboration and coordination will be required to give libraries the staffing support needed to undertake ML projects.

Conversations about staff expertise tend to focus on technical implementation, but for libraries other ML literacies will be equally necessary. During the ML + Libraries meeting at the LoC, participants noted that many scholars in the humanities and social sciences do not yet fully understand the kinds of questions that ML techniques might help them answer, or how to articulate the work they want to do in language that will appeal to collaborators in the sciences, or even funding bodies. Sociologist Laura Nelson noted the potential of libraries as sites for translation between domains. 109 This will require staff with broad expertise who can help scholars in the humanities or social sciences operationalize their questions in ways that align with the library’s collections and potential ML approaches.

Such a staffing model will not require individuals who can do everything, from conceptualization through technical implementation, but instead staff who are literate across domains and can facilitate collaboration. It is this kind of literacy, rather than a narrow technical competency, that might be fostered with relative ease in MLIS programs and professional development training, as I will discuss in my recommendations in 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. Instead of focusing entirely on technical staff, libraries should strive to build cross-functional teams that feature subject experts, collections stewards, data scientists, project managers, and senior-level leaders who will champion ML work.

4.3. Computational Infrastructure for ML

In addition to staffing concerns, participants in the LoC ML + Libraries Meeting cited the development of computational infrastructure as a significant challenge to ML work in their libraries, and a significant portion of the literature directed toward library administrators focuses on questions of hardware and software. Independent scholars, in particular, cited the costs of ML-capable hardware as a significant barrier to their work. Certainly these are primary questions, as ML projects cannot proceed without sufficient computational infrastructure. Fortunately, however, this is an area in which answers are becoming substantially easier.

In the past decade, the infrastructure required for ML projects, even quite computationally demanding ones, has declined precipitously. Mühling et al lay out the infrastructure required for their video annotation experiments quite specifically:

While the execution of models for concept classification and similarity search is really fast on GPUs (only a few milliseconds), training of such deep CNNs [convolutional neural networks] is computationally expensive even on graphics cards. Considering the hardware requirements concerning processing power, GPU memory, main memory and hard disk capacities, we have built a highly optimized system for deep learning similar to the Nvidia DevBox11 to train deep neural network models. The system
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consists of four GeForce GTX Titan X GPUs with 12GB RAM and 3072 CUDA cores at 1000/1075 MHz, an Intel Core i7-5930K CPU with six cores at 3.50GHz, 64 GB of DDR-4 RAM, 8 TB of disk space for large datasets and a 250 GB SSD for fast I/O operations.\textsuperscript{110}

In an interview, Benjamin Lee noted that a machine with a few Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) will do most of what is needed for most library ML projects. The Newspaper Navigator project, which Lee led, was able to finetune one of its larger models in 17 hours using a single GPU. The Newspaper Navigator pipeline, once established, was able to process 16,368,041 pages of data in 19 days using “2 g4dn.12xlarge Amazon AWS EC2 instances, each with 48 Intel Cascade Lake vCPUs and 4 NVIDIA T4 GPUs.”\textsuperscript{111} While these resource requirements are not negligible, they are likely feasible for many library projects. What’s more, the Newspaper Navigator models are now published and can be reused for other projects working on newspaper data. As a consequence, Lee recommended that libraries embarking on ML projects buy the necessary hardware, as rented resources (through Amazon Cloud services, for instance) cannot be used for other things when a project is finished and do not pay off in the long run.\textsuperscript{112} While it is possible that rented infrastructure could lower the barrier of entry to some organizations, libraries should consider whether the tradeoffs are worthwhile.

### 4.4. Understanding Full ML Workflow

Participants at the ML + Libraries meeting emphasized the need for libraries to better understand the full ML workflow, from project conception to execution and distribution. The library administrators who were present—as well as some interviewed subsequently—felt they grasped the broad strokes of how ML methods might enhance their collections. In other words, they reported a general understanding of the ML applications outlined in Section 3 of this report, and a desire to explore ML methods with their collections. Many were less certain, however, about the full ML workflow. In other words, how precisely does one bring a collection through digitization and the processing steps required to perform an ML analysis?

Dan Cohen provided an example of this quandary describing a new collection of approximately 1.5 million printed photographs from the Boston Globe’s archives (along with 5.7 million negatives), recently acquired by Northeastern University’s Archives and Special Collections. Many of these photos, Cohen described, have handwritten annotations on their backs, which would require enormous time and labor to document. It would cost millions of dollars to catalog these materials by hand, Cohen estimated, which makes doing so outside the scope of the library’s budget. He wants to explore the use of computer vision APIs to undertake this cataloging, but is not sure all the steps such a workflow will entail.\textsuperscript{113} In many ways, this uncertainty about workflow stems from the research-library divide explored throughout this report. Many of the articles cited here
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outline the workflow for the particular experiments undertaken, but whether these procedures are
generalizable to other institutional or research contexts is less clear.

No single workflow or pipeline will pertain across all library ML projects, but certainly more exam-
pies are needed, and those examples need to be more accessible to libraries developing ML strate-
gies. In 5.3.2 I point to a few models, recently published, as exemplars of the kinds of guidance
needed. More broadly, I recommend prioritization of publications that document process, rather
than focusing only on outputs, as such example pipelines will be necessary to broadening the field
of ML researchers in libraries and other cultural heritage institutions.

4.5. Integrating ML Research Data Into Library Systems and Infrastructure

Surveying a range of scholarship and projects about machine learning in libraries points to a phe-
nomenon we might name as the “perpetual future tense” of the work’s impact. Projects are designed
in order to aid browsing or enhance discoverability in collections, say, or to enhance the metadata
in catalogs, and data is collected that begins to meet these goals. Looking forward, the literature
points to a time when ML will be incorporated into library digitization workflows and help struc-
ture core discovery and research experiences. However, at present the results of ML research are
rarely ingested or incorporated into the interfaces whereby most users and researchers encounter
collections, such that the contributions of ML to discoverability remain largely theoretical rather
than practical.

Within libraries one finds significant anxiety about the reliability of ML-derived data. Librarians
and researchers alike reckon throughout the field’s literature with the consequences of information
created through probabilistic means. As Kate Zwaard acknowledged in our interview, “Figuring
out how to display and contextualize the results” of ML experiments “is a hard question,” in part
because the “people doing experimentation in [ML] are often working separately from the people
in charge of” library systems. How can the reliability of ML data and metadata be assessed, and
how can probabilistic information be integrated with human-created information, or integrated
into systems designed around hand-assigned categories, tags, summaries, and so forth? To phrase
this central question in another way, the ML and libraries field must develop means to bridge a
world that prioritizes expert data and metadata, created slowly, and a set of methods that generate
useful but flawed data and metadata, more quickly and at a larger scale.

Mia Ridge summarizes this challenge usefully, thinking about “how staff traditionally invested with
the authority to talk about collections (curators, cataloguers) would feel about machines taking on
some of that work.” Ridge points the way forward imagining “we’ve broadly moved past that at
the library if we can assume that we’d work within systems that can distinguish between ‘gold
standard’ records created by trained staff and those created by software (with crowdsourced data
somewhere in between, depending on the project).” ML derived data will likely never meet the
gold standard for reliability, but could nonetheless enhance discoverability in some of the ways
researchers have promised for decades.
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As a starting point toward addressing this concern, we must note many important digital libraries are currently built atop probabilistic (meta)data, most prominently the OCR-derived text data that underlies the search interfaces of collections such as the Library of Congress’s Chronicling America newspapers. OCR has become such a normalized stage in digitization workflows that the probabilistic underpinnings of the technology are rarely considered or highlighted in digital library interfaces. Historical and multilingual OCR remain significant challenges in their own right, as outlined in a previous report authored by myself and David A. Smith, and the text data produced by OCR also likely falls short of any gold standard. Nevertheless, despite its shortcomings OCR has proved immensely valuable for enabling full-text search of large-scale collections, and in fact could be credited with a wholesale transformation of research and access methods for a huge number of scholars, students, and members of the public.

ML methods could result in similar large-scale transformations, but more must be done to integrate promising ML-derived data back into core discovery systems. Amanda Rust noted that libraries’ reliance on vendors for cataloging systems makes this integration more challenging, as the process for incorporating ML-derived data is not always straightforward for systems the library does not directly maintain. In addition, ML data raises anxieties about reliability. As Dan Cohen laid out in an interview, “Here we have a world that wants expert metadata and here we have a world that generates ‘pretty good’ metadata, at like 80%. How do we bridge the two?” Librarians need confidence that ML processes are reliable enough to guide discovery and research, and ML processes must be communicated to users in ways that are responsible without being distracting.

In 5.4.2 I recommend focused development of pilot ML-integrated library interfaces to begin bridging the collections-research gap. Bridging this gap with confidence will require systems in which algorithmic processes and human judgment interact iteratively, so that library experts can be confident that the ML-derived data provided to their patrons is both useful and responsible. To reiterate, the integration of OCR into library systems provides a model, particularly new integrations that allow users to benefit from OCR while being made aware of its limitations. Recently more digital libraries have begun to forefront their OCR, even occasionally reporting confidence scores within the primary textual interface or enabling crowdsourced OCR correction, as does Australia’s Trove Digital Newspaper Archive. Development of similar interfaces around other ML data will have a knock-on effect of helping center the library in efforts toward ML literacy.

5. Recommendations

This recommendations section is structured first by a broad goal and then by timeframe. In general, the goals in each section are listed in temporal order, from the most immediately feasible to the long-term. Some recommendations address particular institutions (e.g. the Library of Congress) or institution types, while others are broadly applicable. While I have attempted a fair survey of the field, I am also sure this list will reflect my own priorities and biases as an academic researcher.
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who works with particular, field-specific library collections. I hope those working in other positions, fields, or institutional contexts will see these items as invitations to dialogue rather than declarations of boundaries.

5.1. Cultivate Responsible ML in Libraries

Questions of representation, responsibility, and justice must be central to ML work in libraries. Models for structuring such work are emerging from scholarly, non-profit, governmental, and even some corporate sectors. Libraries considering ML projects (or those considering ML projects using library resources or data) must first consider how this work will not simply mitigate bias, but work toward fair representation and algorithmic justice. As the team who developed the “Algorithmic Equity Toolkit” argue, “many meaningful interventions toward equitable algorithmic systems are non-technical,” and require instead the kinds of “community organizing” and “public engagement” at the heart of libraries’ missions.\(^{120}\) The scholarship discussed in Section 2 of this report provides only a starting point into the literature around algorithmic accountability, but any organization taking on ML for the first time must first dive deeply into this scholarship in order to undertake ML work responsibly. To sum up this section, I would simply amplify Padilla’s overarching insistence in RO that a framework of responsible operations must undergird all ML work in libraries.

5.1.1. Commit to Community-Driven Pledges

As libraries work to develop their own statements of ML values, they can look to existing models and consider committing to community-driven pledges that align with their own values and goals. Initiatives such as the Algorithmic Justice League have generated a range of outcomes, including pledges for community responsibility and accountability.\(^{121}\) One example of this is the Safe Face Pledge, through which “organizations...make public commitments towards mitigating the abuse of facial analysis technology.” Unlike a statement of values, which is primarily inward-looking, such pledges emphasize shared responsibility and accountability among organizations and publics. Libraries considering ML projects should consider signing existing community-driven pledges, or coming together to draft (and sign) similar commitments tailored to the cultural heritage sector. Such public commitments serve to amplify organizations’ values, as expressed in SoVs, and hold them up to public scrutiny.

Libraries undertaking ML research might also consider signing onto the “Toronto Declaration,” which was released by Amnesty International and Access Now in May 2018 and focuses on “Protecting the right to equality and non-discrimination in machine learning systems.” In its preamble, the “Toronto Declaration” recommends:

> States and private sector actors should promote the development and use of machine learning and related technologies where they help people exercise and enjoy their human rights. For example, in healthcare, machine learning systems could bring ad-
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Advances in diagnostics and treatments, while potentially making healthcare services more widely available and accessible. In relation to machine learning and artificial intelligence systems more broadly, states should promote the positive right to the enjoyment of developments in science and technology as an affirmation of economic, social and cultural rights.\textsuperscript{122}

Given their public missions and, for many, public funding, libraries might pay particular attention to Section 7, “State use of machine learning systems,” which focuses on transparency, accountability, and systems of redress for any ML systems that impact citizens. For academic libraries, the same affordances should apply to students, researchers, and other patrons.

Existing community pledges will not fully address the particular needs of libraries, whose missions are distinct from the technology and corporate sectors typically addressed by current initiatives. Nevertheless these documents provide useful grounds for conversation, both locally and across institutions, and could provide initial stepping-stones for libraries seeking to commit to responsible ML work. Where libraries’ goals and values align with existing efforts, they should consider co-signing, which serves the additional purpose of making libraries visible within the broader cultural conversation about ML.

5.1.2. Convene Working Group to Write Model Statement of Values for Library ML

The research and library communities have alike called again and again for libraries to develop statements of values for machine learning research that engages responsibly and justly with the communities whose data makes that research possible, and those that make use of the research’s outcomes. In their recommendations to ML researchers, Jo and Gebru look to the archival community’s guiding mission statements as models for ML researchers, as “a public Mission Statement forces researchers to reckon with their data composition by guiding the data collection process.”\textsuperscript{123}

Despite these models within the library community, calls for SoVs related to ML work are so frequent that while in reality urgent, they risk become routinized gestures. This report seeks to do more than simply repeat them, but instead recommends that the Library of Congress, in partnership with other cultural heritage organizations, take the lead in crafting such a statement as a model for the larger scholarly community.

Padilla recommends in \textit{Responsible Operations} that libraries should:

Hold symposia focused on surfacing historic and contemporary approaches to managing bias with an explicit social and technical focus. The symposium should gather contributions from individuals working across library organizations and focus critical attention on the challenges libraries faced in managing bias while adopting technologies like computation, the internet, and currently with data science, machine learning, and AI. Findings and potential next steps should be published openly.\textsuperscript{124}
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I would pair this recommendation with Lorang et al.’s from IDA, that the Library of Congress “Develop a statement of values or principles that will guide how the Library of Congress pursues the use, application, and development of machine learning for cultural heritage.” Together, these two ideas suggest a specific path forward that can provide a model SoV for library work in ML more broadly.

Within six months of this report’s publication, the Library of Congress should convene a machine learning and libraries working group with an explicit commission to draft a Statement of Values for Machine Learning in Libraries. This commission should be limited, with a set period of time set aside for the group to meet, plan, and draft. In order to work efficaciously, the convened LoC group can look to existing models, such as the “Toronto Declaration” discussed above, or the Association for Computing Machinery’s “Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct.” The latter has a broader mandate than this working group, discussing ML among a range of other technologies, while the former has a narrower mandate.

The authors of the “Toronto Declaration” note that it focuses on “the right to equality and non-discrimination,” while ML systems influence many other aspects of human rights they cannot fully address. Such a declaration, then, will not be entirely sufficient to ML work in libraries, but provides a starting point on which the LoC panel can draw and build. If focused specifically on production, an intensive writing workshop of a few days’ length could make significant progress toward a model SoV for ML in libraries. Once drafted, this model SoV for ML in libraries should be published on the LoC website and promoted among the Library’s networks, including other libraries, educational institutions, governmental organizations, and non-profits. Libraries should be invited to join the SoV as co-signatories, or to adapt to their own local circumstances or projects.

5.1.3. Adapt Model Statement of Values

Once the LoC working group publishes its model SoV for library ML research, libraries undertaking ML projects should closely review the model and adapt it to local circumstances, communities, and institutional priorities. While the model advocated in 5.1.2 will be important to the wider community, it will not be able to address the distinct needs of all libraries or their patrons, and so local adaptation will be necessary. Before embarking on ML work, then, libraries must consider existing models, such as an SoV developed for the Library of Congress, and adapt it to their own context and project(s). This work should be pro-active rather than reactive, and I would recommend early development, such that the SoV can help guide subsequent project proposals, funding applications, or discussions around collaboration.

5.1.4. Implement Algorithmic Impact Assessments and Checklists to Guide Development of Justice-Oriented ML Projects

Libraries, universities, and cultural heritage institutions must prioritize responsibility—to their patrons, students, and communities—in any use of ML methods. This will require those institutions
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to take seriously ideas of algorithmic accountability and institute plans for assessing current and future ML projects. Caplan et al’s report on algorithmic accountability focuses on corporate applications but includes principles that are more broadly applicable. Algorithmic accountability, they argue, “ultimately refers to the assignment of responsibility for how an algorithm is created and its impact on society; if harm occurs, accountable systems include a mechanism for redress” while “accountability must be grounded in enforceable policies that begin with auditing in pre- and post-marketing trials as well as standardized assessments for any potential harms.”

While libraries do not typically conceive of projects in terms of “pre- and post-marketing,” the larger point outlined in this report applies. Researchers involved in ML projects must have ethical standards that can be assessed iteratively throughout the project’s progress, and procedures for redressing harms or inequities if they emerge as a result, either during or after the experiment. Such assessment processes will be especially vital if libraries hope to incorporate ML-derived data or metadata into their catalogs or discovery interfaces, and so must be developed early and reassessed regularly as libraries delve into ML techniques.

In their 2018 report “Algorithmic Impact Assessment: A Practical Framework for Public Agency Accountability,” the AI Now Institute recommends that organizations, and particularly public organizations, “consider incorporating [Algorithmic Impact Assessments (AIAs)] into the processes they already use to procure automated decision systems or any existing pre-acquisition assessment processes the agency already undertakes.” AIAs, they continue, are explicitly designed to engage public agencies and the people they serve on these areas of concern through the various notice, comment, review, and due process elements. This allows a wide range of individuals, communities, researchers, and policymakers to participate in accountability efforts.

In particular, an AIA should be undertaken before an ML process is adopted, giving “both the agency and the public the opportunity to evaluate the adoption of an automated decision system before the agency has committed to its use.” This report goes on to outline the necessary components of an AIA, including defining the scope of the automated system; notifying the public about the system and its potential effects; assessing the effectiveness, biases, and effects of the system’s implementation; and giving appropriate access to a range of reviewers.

Similarly, the ACLU of Washington published the Algorithmic Equity Toolkit (AEKit) in April 2020. The AEKit “is a collection of four components designed to identify surveillance and decision-making technologies used by governments; make sense of how those technologies work; and pose questions about their impacts, effectiveness, and oversight.” The AEKit’s flowchart and system map provides a straightforward, beginner-friendly overview of what is and is not an AI or surveillance tool. I want to especially highlight the AEKit’s Fill-In-the-Blank and Questionnaire tools, however, which ask a series of questions about a given software or system to help users think through both intended and
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unintended consequences before implementation. The questionnaire, for example, explicitly asks users to consider “Who gathered that data [this system is using], with what tools, and for what purposes?” and concludes asking, even “If the system works without errors, does it still perpetuate injustice?”\textsuperscript{130} The materials in the ACLU’s toolkits are especially useful, then, for thinking through both intended and unintended consequences of ML systems.

While the AI Now Institute and ACLU of Washington documents both focus primarily on systems with immediate, material impacts on users, their recommendations could be adapted to the library and cultural heritage sectors. In particular, libraries can establish clear processes for evaluating the implementation of ML initiatives; educating their communities of researchers and users; and seeking feedback from those communities before, during, and after the implementation of ML processes for library collections or procedures. Following the recommendations in the book \textit{Ethics and Data Science}, Rachel Thomas argues that checklists “can…help those working in tech make fewer ethical mistakes.”\textsuperscript{131} If, as outlined in RO, the primary directive for ML projects in libraries is to mitigate rather than avoid bias, a checklist can help researchers and developers ensure they consider each of the essential ethical facets of a new project in turn, and that nothing is missed due to oversight alone. In Section 6 of this report, “Questions to Guide Structuring an ML Project,” I outline a template for such a checklist focused on the library and cultural heritage sectors.

5.1.5. Develop Toolkits for Explainable ML in Library Systems

One of the primary guiding principles for ethical ML and AI is “explainability.” In brief, any decision made as the result of an ML process should be explainable across multiple registers so that a range of users, with differing needs and levels of expertise, should be able to understand. As the researchers behind IBM’s “AI Explainability 360 Open Source Toolkit” explain,

\begin{quote}
[A] doctor trying to understand an AI diagnosis of a patient may benefit from seeing known similar cases with the same diagnosis; a denied loan applicant will want to understand the main reasons for their rejection and what can be done to reverse the decision; a regulator, on the other hand, will want to understand the behavior of the system as a whole to ensure that it complies with the law; and a developer may want to understand where the model is more or less confident as a means of improving its performance.
\end{quote}

As the AI Now “Algorithmic Accountability and Policy Toolkit” explains, the fact that ML systems learn from training data presents a significant challenge to understanding their outputs. Because of this fact, the “source code of a system that uses machine learning will not reveal the ‘rules’ the machine learning model uses to make decisions.”\textsuperscript{132} Instead, training data can be evaluated and, ideally, the system will be designed to report how that training data was evaluated and weighted in making its decisions.

On the “AI Explainability 360” toolkit’s website, users can walk through a demo that simulates an
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ML-derived decision on a home-equity line of credit application, taking the perspective of a data scientist, loan officer, and bank customer in turn. The demo shows how a system could explain the reasons a given application was approved or denied—which factors of the application compared most tellingly to other applicants in the dataset, and which weighed most heavily in the decision—in ways that meet the distinct needs of these three audiences. While this toolkit and its documentation imagine primarily corporate or healthcare applications, it offers a helpful model for cultural heritage institutions using ML to enhance discovery or research systems for their users.

As central nodes between the research, educational, and the public sectors, libraries could play an integral role in helping the wider ML field develop, test, and deploy explainable ML systems. As Michael Ridley notes, “It is concerning that these [ML] innovations are happening outside the field of academic librarianship and with little or no involvement of library expertise.” In an interview, Library of Congress Innovator-in-Residence Benjamin Lee identified human-computer interaction (HCI) as an area of particular promise for ML research in libraries. Libraries can draw on their deep expertise in public scholarship and pedagogy to imagine innovative, effective modes of communicating probabilistic data to their users.

When data or metadata in a digital library are derived using ML techniques, those techniques should be explained to users, and ideally explained in different registers for different sets of users: e.g. the domains-specialist researcher vs. the computer scientist vs. the interested member of the public. For example, in a collection of paintings grouped using computer vision, the principle of explainability would ask that the variables for determining similarity—use of color, shape of line, etc.—be described as users navigate that data. For the computer scientist, that explanation might include the formulas used to weight one variable against another, while for the general public that explanation might simply order the variables in descending importance.

Importantly, the bar for explainability varies depending on the project and ML methods used. More normalized techniques like OCR, while not as simple or frictionless as some might imagine, nevertheless are likely to require less explanation than methods employing, say, a convolutional neural network to label the content of images in a collection of artwork. In both cases, libraries should strive to make the algorithmic processes legible to users, but legibility will mean very different things in these two cases. Essentially, however, explainability will require that libraries forefront ML processes rather than integrating ML-derived data into existing metadata fields. Content tags assigned to a photo by a neural network should be contextualized as such and accompanied by confidence scores, so that users browsing that collection can benefit from ML processing while understanding the provenance of the metadata they are using.

Explainable ML addresses one of the primary hesitations about applying ML in the library context: bridging a discipline founded on particular, expert curation and a set of methods designed for generalizable classification at scale. If the decisions made by ML are explained, the library’s expertise can help explain, refine, amend, or entirely revise those processes to better reflect particular collections or research priorities. Ridley discusses “authorizations” as a primary mode of AI explainability, in which “third parties...provide an assessment or ratification” of the results from
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an AI/ML process.\textsuperscript{136} Such assessments are well suited to library workflows and the expertise of librarians and other domain expertise, and provide a compelling model for blended AI and human processing of library collection data. Much of the literature on AI or ML explainability has focused on corporate, governmental, or scientific applications. Libraries, humanities scholars, and other cultural heritage professionals need a toolkit outlining a theory and praxis of explainability as it relates to historical, cultural, and aesthetic media.

5.1.6. Audit Implementation of ML Ethics Statement(s), Algorithmic Impact Assessments, and Explainable Interfaces

The accountability measures outlined above will only be meaningful if they are regularly implemented and evaluated—they are useless as rhetoric alone, and must be applied in order to ensure ML projects abide by the good intentions they evidence. ML experts recommend regular audits of these policies and procedures. At least initially, such audits must be relatively frequent, as libraries work through initial ML projects and assess their impacts. Specifically, libraries should plan full ML-plan audits:

1. After the completion of a pilot project (see 5.4.1)
2. After two years of ongoing ML experiments
3. After five years and the implementation of a long-term ML strategy

5.1.7. Commit to Honest Reporting

This recommendation is perhaps less tangible than those above, but I wanted to call out an important idea from my interview with Elizabeth Lorang, one of the primary investigators in the IDA project cited throughout this report. In our conversation, Lorang noted, “in our smaller experiments, there would have always been a way to frame those experiments as more successful than they were” while urging other ML researchers to “be mindful and cautious about over-claiming success. The goal should not be success at any costs, or to frame projects as more successful than they are in order to implement them.”\textsuperscript{137} Particularly in funded research, scholars can feel immense pressure to demonstrate that a proposed approach worked as imagined, even that a project deserves follow-on funding. There can be understandable motives for claiming success beyond simple prestige, if for example staff members depend on a project for employment.

Given their duty of responsible care, however, libraries (and scholars working with library collections) must be especially mindful, as Lorang advocates, of valuing the perceived success of an experiment over its actual value to a collection and community. As the library community continues to build sets of model ML work, examples of failed experiments will prove as useful as successful ones. Though difficult, scholars should seek to report honestly when projects do not meet expectations, and indeed to report in the same detail about “failed” pipelines, data sources, or domain questions as they would about successful ones. To enable such honesty, however, supervisors and
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funders must commit to acknowledging and rewarding productive failures in ML experimentation, even when it does not result in a product or pipeline that can be widely implemented.

5.2. Increase Access to Data for ML

As described in Section 4.1, access to data is the single greatest practical hurdle to more ML work in libraries. In order to benefit from ML experiments, then, libraries must commit to workflows that make data available for ML analysis and make the results of ML experiments, including process products such as training data, more readily available for potential collaborators. Chris Bourg argues that libraries need to take ML and related processes seriously in their core conceptions of mission and audience:

> I think it will be crucial that we avoid the temptation to continue to serve primarily individual human readers and let the computer scientists worry about how to apply machine learning and AI to vast libraries of resources.

> I think we would be wise to start thinking now about machines and algorithms as a new kind of patron — a patron that doesn’t replace human patrons, but has some different needs and might require a different set of skills and a different way of thinking about how our resources could be used.  

By framing ML as a kind of patron, perhaps, libraries can better cultivate staff expertise, infrastructure, and workflows that will facilitate more routinized and seamless engagements with ML across the library’s operations.

5.2.1. Prioritize Access to Machine-Actionable Data

While scholars, administrators, and funders alike focus primarily on the exciting new kinds of analyses and access promised by ML methods, those methods will only ever be as good as the collections to which they can be applied. Digitization and access remain the biggest challenges to responsible and representative ML experiments using library collections. If we hope to see transformative ML projects in libraries, then libraries must re-dedicate themselves to digitizing and providing machine-readable access to those collections, and ensuring what is available to researchers reflects their communities and institutional priorities.

However, it is important to acknowledge that digitization alone will not necessarily facilitate ML experiments. Digitization projects must prioritize the creation of “machine-actionable collections,” which “lend themselves to computational use given optimization of form (structured, unstructured), format, integrity (descriptive practices that account for data provenance, representativeness, known absences, modifications), access method (API, bulk download, static directories that can be crawled), and rights (labels, licenses, statements, and principles like the ‘CARE Principles
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In the call for machine-actionable collections, I again amplify Padilla’s recommendations in RO:

In order to move it to a core activity, machine-actionable collection workflows must be oriented toward general as well as specialized user needs. Workflows must be developed alongside, rather than apart from, existing collection workflows. Workflows conceived in this manner will help build consensus around machine-actionable collection descriptive practices, access methods, and optimal collection derivatives.\(^\text{139}\)

In short, the core need for cultivating more and more innovative ML experimentation is data that is “getable” and provided in formats that make it easy to work with.

The Library of Congress’s “Digital Strategy” demonstrates the core commitments that would facilitate substantial ML work. In addition to a commitment to “continue our aggressive digitization program,” the Library also aims to

prioritize collection readiness by providing more bulk data downloads of content and metadata, improving the usability of the interfaces we publish for programmers, and building more capacity for automated metadata creation, including optical character recognition and speech to text. When the data sets we provide are updated or enhanced, we will make the version information clear to enable reproducibility of research. We will also explore offering tools for non-consumptive data analysis of our content.\(^\text{140}\)

Importantly, this strategy commits not only to access, but to documenting the provenance of datasets in ways that will facilitate responsible scholarship. Such commitments also take up Bourg’s call to consider ML a library patron with particular needs collections can be designed to meet.

In closing this section, I would amplify Padilla’s RO recommendation that digital collection development

[p]prioritize the creation of machine-actionable collections that speak to the experience of underrepresented communities. Inform this work through collaborations with community groups that have ties to collections, subject experts, and reference to resources produced by efforts like the Digital Library Federation Cultural Assessment Working Group and Northeastern University’s Design for Diversity. Per community input, decisions to not develop a machine-actionable collection are as positive as decisions to develop a machine-actionable collection.\(^\text{141}\)

The goal of digitization should not be to simply make more collections tractable to digital analysis, but to digitize and publish in ways that directly address systemic oversights and advocate for representation and data justice. Doing this well will require working directly with communities and building genuinely diverse teams of researchers—not only in terms of discipline, but also in terms of identity.

\(^{139}\)Padilla, “Responsible Operations,” pg. 15.
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5.2.2. Build and Share Domain Training Data

Building on the above, I would strongly echo the IDA report’s recommendation that the Library of Congress “Focus efforts on developing ground truth sets and benchmarking data and making these easily available.” While IDA addresses its recommendations to the Library of Congress specifically, I would amplify their call to focus on building training data sets, which resonates strongly across all the literature, interviews, and meetings surveyed for this report. Rather than conceiving of ML projects as isolated experiments, the community would benefit enormously from standardizing expectations for publishing both training and output data from ML projects.

The Library of Congress’s recently-released Newspaper Navigator project can serve as a model for what such publication should look like. Alongside the results of the project’s ML experiments, the project team also published its training data and all the code used to obtain its results. That code and, especially, that training data can now benefit a range of future projects working on newspapers, or even similar media such as magazines. There are models in other domains, such as the digital humanities. The Journal of Cultural Analytics, for instance, has published a number of ML studies alongside other data-intensive humanities articles. For each article published, CA also publishes a dataset description which in turn links directly to a repository of the experiment’s data, which other researchers could employ for replication or further development.

As the IDA report outlines,

Ground truth data and benchmarks will allow researchers—including cultural heritage professionals, computer scientists, and developers—to focus their energies on research, development, and analysis, rather than on creating one-off, niche datasets. The availability of ground truth and benchmarks also create the possibility of more rapid development around particular problem domains.

As described in 4.1.4, shared training data sets will not only help researchers working in the specific domains of particular projects (e.g. eighteenth-century novels or twenty-first century TV sitcoms), but also those working in nearby domains, who could potentially pre-train their training data with “near neighbor” data, thereby reducing the time, labor, and cost of training.

As Padilla argues in RO, “Widening the circle of organizational participation” in ML “could be aided by open sharing of source data and ‘gold standard’ training data (i.e., training data that reach the highest degrees of accuracy and reliability).” Padilla ties this imperative to the recognized failures of existing training data such as ImageNet (see 4.1.3), and notes that collaborative effort would help create more representative collections:

Organizations with less representative collections may benefit from developing or being provided the means to combine similar collections (e.g., format, type, topics, periods) across separate organizations in order to produce sufficiently representative datasets. Entities like the Library of Congress and the Smithsonian Institution and/or organizations like Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) and Europeana might aid
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Participants at the ML + Libraries event cited crowdsourcing as a particularly attractive venue for creating annotations at scale useful for ML tasks, though libraries should be wary of offloading labor to entirely uncompensated communities. In the next section, I will discuss possibilities for meaningful community participation in ML annotation tasks.

The IDA report recommends the creation of “DocuNet,” a database of ML-annotated historical images, to include both “taxonomic and typological metadata”—that is, both data about the content of historical materials and data about the properties of the digital images themselves. Jo and Gebru recommend the development of “data consortia” for ML research, following the models of shared resources such as OCLC or HathiTrust in the library community, which can benefit both large research partners and smaller institutions who gain access to larger collections. Certainly a database or consortial approach to ML training data would be an enormous boon to ML researchers and humanities scholars, who would be able to embark more quickly on ML projects and benefit from prior work. However such a recommendation also introduces new overhead in terms of development, maintenance, and labor.

For the immediate future, then, I would recommend something more modest: sustained development, shared among libraries engaged in ML research, of bibliographies or resource guides to ML training data sets. Rather than seeking to move vast quantities of data, which may be distributed across various institutional or corporate repositories, this more modest goal is simply to gather pointers to those repositories so that researchers undertaking a new ML project can easily identify potentially useful training data sets. Such work could be spearheaded by institutions such as the Library of Congress, organizations such as the Digital Library Federation, or consortia such as the Digital Public Library of America, and should be shared publicly for adoption and adaptation. Ultimately, however, this approach capitalizes on the core competencies of libraries rather than introducing a new service or technical platform.

5.2.3. Enhance Opportunities for Community Participation

Across the literature, one finds excitement about crowdsourcing as a means to annotate training data, verify results of ML experiments, and contribute to ongoing, iterative projects that enhance collections. As discussed in 3.1, currently most library crowdsourcing projects are not primarily designed for ML applications, but instead as means of public outreach that showcase collections. As Meghan Ferriter notes, however, this “state of play is changing, as organizations commit to outside support (for example from the Zooniverse or FromThePage), learn more from outcomes over the last 10+ years of large-scale (web-based) crowdsourcing projects.” As an example, Ferriter points to her own “AHRC grant with Mia Ridge and Sam Blickhan that seeks to move the discussion toward the next phase of digitally enabled participation (and in person participation) that foregrounds ethical considerations, data privacy, data utility, clearly communicated goals, and
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extensible workflows.”

As Ferriter’s comments about ethical considerations and privacy remind us, libraries should be wary of exploiting free labor and likewise skeptical of “if we build it, they will come” models of crowdsourcing, which assume public interest and investment that does not always manifest. Given the resource limitations discussed throughout this report, libraries certainly want to avoid investing significantly in building infrastructure for crowd contributions before knowing whether there is a crowd interested and available to help with data annotation. Where possible or necessary, libraries might build on existing infrastructure such as Zooniverse, FromThePage, or Transkribus to support crowdsourcing efforts.

Certainly there are materials for which committed communities would be eager to assist in building training data, particularly when doing so will enable new modes of research on understudied collections or materials. These communities may be scholarly, focused on areas of academic interest where ML might make previously intractable collections amenable to computational exploration and evaluation. In addition, there are cultural communities that may be especially interested in helping make their materials more visible through community efforts. Jo and Gebru argue that libraries’ existing community archiving projects offer models of potential ML data collection that is decentralized and “also enables minority groups to consent to and define their own categorization.”

Munyaradzi and Suleman, for example, describe a project that employed volunteers to transcribe historical notebooks, including text in the |Xam and !Kun languages. This experiment employed ML methods to compare and evaluate volunteers’ transcription, and found a high degree of reliability from their contributions. In our interview, Zwaard emphasized that ML “affords a way for crowdsourced contributions to have more power. There’s more value from small units of labor than with other kinds of projects,” such that motivated effort by scholarly or other communities can potentially have a much larger impact than in other kinds of crowdsourcing projects. While crowdsourcing efforts are often conceived as long-term, passive efforts—in that a platform is created and contributions solicited over time—there are domains where significant improvements could be realized for domain training data through intense, sustained effort on the part of invested communities of experts. In the IDA report, Lorang et al recommend that the Library of Congress “[s]ponsor challenges for teams to create additional metadata for digital collections in the Library of Congress. As part of these challenges, require teams to engage across a range of social and technical questions and problem areas.”

As more projects publish training data and pipelines, there will be a growing well of pre-training datasets, as described in 5.2.2. Projects in nearby domains will require significantly less training data to mount ML experiments, meaning that focused challenges could generate exciting new work with relatively modest commitments of time and resources. We see this kind of additive benefit in
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the Library of Congress’s Newspaper Navigator project, which was able to use crowdsourced data from Beyond Words as part of its training set. Beyond Words was developed by LoC Innovator-in-Residence Tong Wang, whose work then contributed to the subsequent Newspaper Navigator project developed by Innovator-in-Residence Benjamin Lee. Subsequently, the data Newspaper Navigator generates about twentieth-century newspapers could provide useful pre-training data for a challenge around a nearby domain, such as earlier newspaper data or contemporaneous magazine data.

Libraries planning ML projects should consider from the outset what communities—academic or otherwise—might be mobilized to annotate training data and plan events to train those communities or even work together. The launch data jam for the Newspaper Navigator project, held on May 7, 2020, is an excellent example of such an event, inviting librarians, humanists, computer scientists, data scientists, and artists to engage with the project’s data and consider new research possibilities. Funders and libraries with more resources should take up IDA’s recommendation and fund more sustained training data challenges, mobilizing communities around collections for which focused efforts could substantially advance the potential for ML exploration and analysis.

5.2.4. Encourage Creative Reuse of Collections

In 3.4, I outlined the important interventional and educational work undertaken by creative and activist ML projects. While access to machine-actionable data is often conceived with researchers as a primary audience, creative reuse, remixing, and experimentation will be central to public engagement with and understanding of ML technologies. Consider the website “Hugging Tweets,” for example, in which users can fine-tune a pre-trained GPT-2 language model on their own Twitter stream (or another public user’s) in order to see what new tweets the model would suggest for their timeline, based on previous activity. The results are, at least in my own case, sometimes uncannily accurate and often nonsensical.

Whether intended as a creative output or not, using this interface prompts immediate questions about the source data used for pre-training, as well as the assumptions baked into the prediction model. Like Crawford and Paglen’s “ImageNet Roulette,” actually working with an ML algorithm contributes, even in subtle ways, to goals of algorithmic literacy (see 5.5.1). While many public projects currently rely on data such as Twitter, due to the relative ease of accessing its API, these kinds of experiments could be vastly enriched if more historical, humanistic, or social scientific library collections were made available for them. As with all such decisions, libraries must be careful about whose materials are opened and to whom, but I would argue that cultivating more opportunities for reuse, remix, and mash-up of cultural heritage materials will drive public attention and interest. In addition to research-focused ML “data jams,” libraries might also sponsor more creative data events and collaborate with ML-engaged artists to produce work derived from digital collections.


5.3. Develop ML + Libraries Infrastructure

The infrastructure required for ML has shifted considerably in the past decade, as I will discuss below. Nevertheless, questions of both hardware and, in particular, staffing dominate librarians’ concerns about participating in this new area of research. This is particularly true for smaller institutions, who perhaps lack the capacity for significant investments in order to ascertain whether ML will be useful for their collections.

5.3.1. Create Memoranda of Understanding for ML Project Staffing

At both the ML + Libraries event and in interviews, experts affirmed that successful ML projects clearly establish divisions of labor and expectations for collaborators, while defining specific goals and outcomes for all partners on ML projects. The most challenging projects were those in which the different roles, disciplines, and expertise of the collaborators were not equally considered throughout the life of the project. The most successful projects benefit all collaborators in tangible ways that resonate in their professions or fields, so that no one is asked to donate their time, attention, or intellectual or emotional labor without just recompense. Such recompense need not always be financial. For example, a research scholar might consider a peer-reviewed publication in their field a vital outcome of an ML project. What is most important is that expectations are negotiated and clearly delineated before a project begins, and that all partners regularly check on progress toward these discrete deliverables throughout the life of a project.

Veterans of successful ML projects recommended memoranda of understanding (MOUs) as particularly useful for outlining collective and individual duties, responsibilities, and outcomes for ML projects. A project MOU names the roles each collaborator is expected to assume on a project (e.g. project manager, technical developer), describes the precise responsibilities of each collaborator (e.g. subject area expertise, technical competencies, resources), outlines the practical expectations of timing and reporting for the project members (e.g. mode and frequency of engagement, assessment of contributions, hierarchies of reporting), lists expected outcomes of project work (e.g. publications, datasets, interfaces, visualizations), and defines the conditions of success for each collaborator. MOUs should be as precise as possible, including dates of deliverables, so that all project members understand both what is expected of them and how they stand to benefit professionally from the work. The goal of an MOU is not punitive, but instead to fully recognize the contributions and professionalism of all partners, especially across modes of expertise and discipline, and to mitigate potential imbalances of power across a project team.

5.3.2. Publish and Collect Sample ML Pipelines

As outlined in 4.4, a significant challenge to even beginning ML projects is understanding the full ML workflow, or pipeline, that would move a library from collection through an ML process and interpretation. There is no single answer to this challenge, save that more examples are needed that seek to capture the full pipeline rather than focusing on the final stages. The “higher order” work of those final stages—e.g. computational classification, automatic content tagging—can be
most compelling from a scholarly perspective and demonstrate the potential impact of ML methods, but focus on those stages can obscure the full pipeline required for libraries to get to those stages, leave newcomers to ML methods uncertain how to begin, and convey the notion of ML methods as more objective than they actually are. As sociologist Laura Nelson argued in an interview, whenever results are published from ML methods, researchers should list every subjective decision made to get to those results, including their choice of algorithm(s), and pre-processing steps (e.g. removing stop words, lower casing words). “The worst thing we could be doing,” she continued, “is pretending these are objective presentations of data rather than the results of series of decisions.”

I point to several exemplars here that seek to outline the full ML pipeline in a library context, and encourage further publication along these lines. In addition, I urge libraries leading the ML conversation to prioritize documentation and publication of process documents that will help guide their colleagues through ML conceptualization and implementation. A cluster of these exemplars focus on projects using the Library of Congress’s Chronicling America newspaper collection. First, the IDA report, cited throughout this document, specifically frames itself as “a demonstration project” and documents each stage of the team’s pipeline in careful detail. The code and data for the project are stored in GitHub repositories and linked in the report. Such thorough documentation supports both reproducibility and parallel development for teams that wish to adapt their model to other domains.

Similarly, the Newspaper Navigator team outlines their work building a “visual content recognition model” for Chronicling America newspapers by describ[ing] our pipeline that utilizes this deep learning model to extract 7 classes of visual content: headlines, photographs, illustrations, maps, comics, editorial cartoons, and advertisements, complete with textual content such as captions derived from the METS/ALTO OCR, as well as image embeddings for fast image similarity querying. We report the results of running the pipeline on 16.3 million pages from the Chronicling America corpus and describe the resulting Newspaper Navigator dataset, the largest dataset of extracted visual content from historic newspapers ever produced. The Newspaper Navigator dataset, fine-tuned visual content recognition model, and all source code are placed in the public domain for unrestricted re-use.

This overview of the full Newspaper Navigator pipeline exemplifies the best practices ML projects should adapt moving forward. It outlines the shape of its source data, including crowdsourced annotation data from the LoC’s Beyond Words initiative; describes the stages of annotation, correction, and verification required to construct its training sets; details the ML models adapted to recognize this visual content; describes the results of the research; and provides both pipeline and code for testing, reuse, or adaptation by other researchers. As more libraries undertake ML projects, such documentation should be imitated as the gold standard.

These projects using Chronicling America are certainly not the only exemplars for pipeline documentation. I would point to Mühling et al’s publication about GDR television broadcasts, described
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in 3.2.7, as another detailed and useful pipeline description, and there are many other examples in
the bibliography for this report. Essentially, however, these pipeline descriptions remain largely
embedded in research publications, scattered through a range of disciplinary journals or reposito-
ries. Initially, libraries should cultivate the collection of ML pipeline bibliographies to help staff
and external researchers identify models as they plan ML projects.

5.3.3. Develop ML Implementation Toolkits

The workflow bibliographies recommended in 5.3.2, however, only go so far to assist newcomers
to ML methods. The specific workflows outlined in the existing literature can be hard to generalize
from, particularly for teams new to ML work. To that end, funders and leading ML libraries should
support the development of ML Implementation Toolkits for distinct data types (e.g. text, image,
audio, video) or in particular domains. These toolkits would include:

1. Model training data, with descriptions of annotation processes undertaken and an intellectual
justification of the same.
2. An inventory of existing resources, including open-access, domain-specific collections; ML
models, algorithms, and code that could be used or adapted; and prospective pre-training
data from earlier ML projects in the domain.
3. A walkthrough of the full technical pipeline from related project, including training, valida-
tion, and application of the model.
4. Model code from related experiments.

What I name here as an implementation toolkit generalizes the kinds documentation provided
by the demonstration projects I advocate in 5.4.1, such that these goals could dovetail with the
sustained development of demonstration projects across media types and domains.

5.4. Support for ML + Library Projects

The ML and libraries conversation will be most substantially advanced by the development of more
projects employing ML methods using library collections and publishing their results, including
training data, code, and pipelines, for other libraries to emulate. Doing so will require institutions
willing to make ML an institutional priority, from the creation of machine-actionable digitized col-
lections; to hiring or training ML-adept staff; to funding responsible and sustainable ML projects,
including the algorithmic accountability measures outlined in Section 5.1.4.

5.4.1. Fund Pilot ML Demonstration Projects

While ML experiments have been underway in libraries for decades, the movement toward explain-
able ML has gained significant traction in the past few years. As a result, there has been a welcome
boom of projects such as IDA and Newspaper Navigator, both frequently cited in this report, which
present ML-driven analyses employing library collections while clearly documenting their research
processes, technical steps, data, code, and pipelines.\textsuperscript{157} IDA describes itself as “a demonstration project,” a term that speaks to the most urgent needs of the community right now: models of the full ML and libraries pipeline that can be emulated by other institutions.

In the next two years, leading ML-capable libraries and funders should support 3-5 additional, funded demonstration projects in distinct historical or humanistic domains. In our interview, Kate Zwaard advocated the value of pilot projects to “give everyone a sense of the tangible cost-benefits of setting up and running an ML project.”\textsuperscript{158} These benefits redound not only to the library sponsoring the project but also, if properly documented, the wider ML and libraries community. Like IDA and Newspaper Navigator, the goal of future demonstration projects should be trifold. First, they should seek to investigate particular datasets using ML methods in ways meaningful to domain scholars, demonstrating the potential value of ML for research in the area. Secondly, they should forefront questions of data bias, harm mitigation, and data justice in their project conception, process descriptions, and analyses. Finally, they should prioritize extensive documentation of their project data, pipeline, and workflows, for the benefit of the wider library community.

If possible, these demonstration projects could be organized and funded under a unified initiative, along the lines of the Digging Into Data Challenges. The goal of such coordination would be to increase communication and idea exchange among the demonstration projects and provide regular opportunities for dialogue through program meetings or conferences. In addition, projects’ data, whitepapers, and other outputs could be aggregated and shared together, seeding efforts to build ML and library resource guides, syllabi, and toolkits with salient examples.

5.4.2. Pilot Integrated Interfaces for Communicating ML-Derived Data

As I describe in 4.5, much of the literature in ML and libraries is composed in the “perpetual future tense.” Projects are framed in terms of the discoveries they will spark by allowing users to browse or search library data in new ways. The applications outlined in Section 3 of this report exemplify this perpetual future tense. The many activities outlined under the heading of “discoverability” in 3.2—e.g. clustering, classification, metadata exaction—do not become really valuable until users can make use of them to explore. Currently there is a stark divide between most collections and the outputs of the research those collections enable, but this divide could be bridged as ML data is used to directly enrich collections. Projects such as “National Neighbors”\textsuperscript{159} and “Neural Neighbors”\textsuperscript{160} suggest what ML-integrated interfaces might look like, and the ways they might enable researchers, students, and other users to interact with collections in new ways, but even these interfaces do not directly tie into library catalog systems.

I strongly recommend that libraries strive not for polish in these interfaces, but instead for explicit communication of ML processes and decisions. In our interview, Benjamin Lee identified human-computer interaction (HCI) as one of the most fruitful areas for collaboration between libraries and computer scientists around machine learning. From the perspective of HCI, he argued, a researcher

\textsuperscript{158} Cordell, “Machine Learning and Libraries Interview with Kate Zwaard.”
\textsuperscript{160} Yale Digital Humanities Lab, “Neural Neighbors.”
should not wait for the data to be perfect, but instead present it as a pilot or prototype, learn from users, and refine from there. Where computer scientists bring expertise in ML methods, libraries understand information literacy and can help construct interfaces that communicate ML data to a wide range of prospective users.

ML-integrated interfaces should report, for instance, the confidence scores for relationships, annotations, or other metadata determined through an ML algorithm, and seek to make users more aware of the probabilistic basis of this data. The aim of such reporting is not simply to cast doubt—though skepticism is healthy in this domain—but to make presentations of ML data opportunities for cultivating literacy for ML and probabilistic methods. Helping users understand the confidence rating behind a particular label or category helps contextualize any claims they might make. A sense of ML’s limitations could, perhaps counterintuitively, serve to increase overall confidence in ML, because its claims will be understood as contextual and relational rather than totalizing. Through the cultivation of explaining, ML-integrated interfaces, the library will help meet the educational goals I outline in 5.5.1 below, centering its engagements with ML through pedagogy and outreach.

5.5. ML Expertise in Libraries

Beyond serving as sites for responsible ML research projects, libraries have a central role to play in cultivating literacy about ML technologies, and their effects in patrons’ lives. While many companies see their duty primarily to their shareholders, libraries have a public mission that gives them a unique opportunity to educate as they experiment. As sites for applied pedagogy, libraries can become transformative advocates in broader cultural and political conversations about ML. Fostering these educational efforts will require infrastructural investments in ML expertise among library staff and creative thinking about how to share expertise among institutions.

5.5.1. Incorporate ML Into Library Information Literacy Pedagogy

In addition to applying ML methods to collections, libraries must incorporate ML into their information literacy pedagogy. Both university and public libraries prioritize literacy and education, for instance training patrons to evaluate the reliability of research sources, whether analog or digital. Given the development of “deep fakes” and language models such as GPT-2, it will become more necessary than ever to educate researchers, students, and the public about the capabilities of AI systems for both positive and malicious purposes. As the developers of GPT-2 acknowledge, such technology could be used, among other things, to:

- Generate misleading news articles
- Impersonate others online
- Automate the production of abusive or faked content to post on social media
- Automate the production of spam/phishing content

“The public at large,” they continue, “will need to become more skeptical of text they find online,
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just as the ‘deep fakes’ phenomenon calls for more skepticism about images.” In such a media environment, libraries must retool many educational programs, especially those aimed at teaching research methods, to help their users become aware of the capabilities for AI/ML materials, better identify such materials, and evaluate the veracity of AI or ML-generated sources. Given the many positive uses for ML outlined in this report, this is not a recommendation for outright refusal, but instead careful assessment of such material that gives users power to use them responsibly and effectively.

In this way, ML education can be part of a broader movement toward “algorithmic literacy.” Michael Ridley positions algorithmic literacy alongside his call for explainable AI:

> Research libraries, like all libraries, have been active proponents of enhancing literacy, be it traditional reading and writing or more recently digital literacy in all its various forms. While algorithmic literacy can be seen as a subset of digital literacy or computational thinking, it has unique characteristics and applications that deserve specific attention. Just as information literacy provides users with skills and perspectives to assess resources, algorithmic literacy is an explainability strategy allowing users to navigate and utilize algorithmic tools and services.

In addition to empowering patrons to interact with ML algorithms, algorithmic literacy helps address the cautions overviewed in Section 2 of this report.

### 5.5.2. Develop Modules for ML Training in MLIS Programs

In order to meet the needs of both ML research projects and ML literacy pedagogy, libraries themselves will require more widespread literacy about ML methods. During the ML + Libraries event, participants proposed the development of ML curricula within MLIS programs to help address this need. Given the wide range of topics MLIS students are asked to learn during a relatively short degree program, it likely isn’t feasible to train library students to become ML experts, though there might be room for some MLIS programs to create a specialized ML track.

More immediately, however, MLIS programs could prioritize training in “computational thinking” that will allow library students to understand the broad scope of ML methods and their applications, learn where they might acquire specialized knowledge needed for particular projects, and, most importantly, join teams of experts as effective collaborators. Every librarian need not be capable of taking on the role of central technologist for ML projects, but a broad infusion of ML literacy would prove useful across multiple kinds of engagement with ML in library work. Given the rapid evolution of ML technologies, this “soft skills” approach may prove more durable than mechanistic instruction in particular ML platforms or tools.

In practical terms, then, there may be some opportunities for MLIS programs to implement entire classes in ML methods. However, most programs might first develop ML modules that can be integrated across existing curricula. Funders should consider a challenge grant that would bring

---


together faculty from several MLIS programs to develop a pilot module along these lines for deployment at several institutions over the next 2-3 years. This module should demonstrate ML methods grounded in library-specific use cases. This module could also begin to serve the professional development recommendations outlined in the next section (5.5.3) and provide a model for the development of ML classes or course sequences. Over the next 5 years, funders and institutions should support the development of a set of modules training library staff in responsible ML methods, grounded in library use cases, for deployment in MLIS programs and professional development initiatives.

5.5.3. Cultivate Opportunities for Professional Development in ML

As stated above, library staffing needs in ML are unlikely to be fully met by training of new librarians in MLIS programs: current needs outpace the training possible during a two-year degree program and the existing expertise gap is wider than the influx of new librarians could bridge. As outlined in 4.2, outside ML experts generally command significant salaries that make it challenging for libraries to hire full-time ML expertise. As Padilla argues in RO, “Arguments that libraries can secure the talent they need by virtue of the distinctiveness of their mission are flattened by the reality of the rising cost of living throughout the US. Increasing the number of staff with these capabilities across an organization moves the recruitment and retention of staff with highly sought-after technical skills from an edge case to a core concern.”\textsuperscript{164} This expertise gap can be addressed somewhat through collaboration, particularly in academic contexts where library collections might advance the research goals of colleagues in computer or data science. But limited-term collaborations risk turning into boutique projects that disappear when the core collaborators turn to new projects. Some form of staff continuation is necessary to structure ML projects through the steps of conceptualization, execution, and integration suggested throughout this report.

In that vein, I would amplify RO’s suggestion that libraries commit to “developing internal talent through mentoring programs, education, experiential opportunities, and clear paths to making use of what they learn without the threat of it stacking onto existing job responsibilities.” RO highlights the need for evidence-based training and points to a need for training that is “grounded in library use cases.”\textsuperscript{165} That latter point is key. Many freely-available computational training resources (e.g. Khan Academy, Coursera) are grounded in particular academic or corporate contexts and center on examples that can be difficult to extrapolate into library, humanistic, or cultural heritage contexts. The act of translation required to move from the lessons available through such platforms to the specific applications in library contexts can stymy even the best-intended professional.

More tailored opportunities will be needed to foster ML expertise among librarians and related staff. Workshops and working groups may help generate ideas for ML work, but such limited engagements are not solutions for substantial expertise development. Broader institutional commitments to training will be required to sustain projects, as well as to undertake the regular audits recommended for responsible ML work, as recommended above. If funded, the training modules

\textsuperscript{164}Padilla, “Responsible Operations,” pg. 18.
\textsuperscript{165}Padilla, pg. 18-19.
suggested for MLIS programs in 5.5.2 could help support development opportunities for current library staff, particularly if integrated into ongoing, funded professional development.

5.5.4. Pool ML Expertise

Considering the broader library and cultural heritage landscape, it will likely never be feasible for all institutions to maintain full-time ML expertise locally. Participants at the ML + Libraries event discussed a range of strategies for collective hiring and pooling expertise in order to address these needs. For some strong library consortia, shared hiring might begin to address these needs, but project managers might also consider broader communication around funding proposals, such as grants. Institutions holding datasets in the same domain might apply for joint funding, for instance, to support needed ML expertise. More ambitiously, Dan Cohen suggested that a small non-profit organization might be created to contract with libraries in need of ML support. Libraries could pay a service fee in exchange for design and ML expertise, paired with a commitment of in-kind labor at the contracting library.\(^\text{166}\) Such an operation would bridge a significant gap in the ML conversation, where big companies such as Google or Microsoft are unlikely to be interested in the relatively small data and ML needs of libraries, museums, or related institutions, while the technical needs of those institutions still exceed available funding and staff.

5.5.5. Develop Guidelines for Vendor Solutions

This report has deliberately avoided much discussion of vendor-supplied ML tools, primary because I do not, in general, believe they meet the standards of openness, explainability, and adaptability that best practices encourage. While vendor-built tools can be attractive, particularly given the challenges of ML expertise outlined in 4.2, these systems can ultimately restrict as much as they enable. As Laura Nelson argued, “creating”—or, I would add, subscribing to—“GUI [graphic user interface] tool after GUI tool is a waste of time and money. Too often you get stuck and realize it doesn’t do what you want it to do.” For Nelson, the better path for libraries is to make more collections available to researchers who can work with their data, and to “partner…with open source communities, training people to use those tools.”\(^\text{167}\) This recommendation amplifies this report’s focus on the library as a site for collaboration and ML pedagogy.

The Library of Congress’s Abigail Potter expressed similar concerns to Nelson, while acknowledging that some libraries will use vendor solutions “because there isn’t a ton of experience inside libraries and because the commercial marketplace for ML and AI services seems pretty hot right now.” However, Potter amplified Nelson’s concerns that “there is a mismatch in what is being offered, i.e., full solutions or black box tools, and the needs in cultural heritage for transparency, assessment, auditing and perhaps reprocessing of data.” Potter recommended that the library community develop “guidelines about how to evaluate or perform quality assurance on vendor-offered
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6. 25 Questions for Structuring an ML Project

In 5.1.4, I quote Rachel Thomas about the value of checklists for “help[ing] those working in tech make fewer ethical mistakes.”\textsuperscript{169} In that same piece, Thomas provides an example of such a checklist, which I quote in full below as a useful model:

- Have we listed how this technology can be attacked or abused?
- Have we tested our training data to ensure that it is fair and representative?
- Have we studied and understood possible sources of bias in our data?
- Does our team reflect diversity of opinions, backgrounds, and kinds of thought?
- What kinds of user consent do we need to collect or use the data?
- Do we have a mechanism for gathering consent from users?
- Have we explained clearly what users are consenting to?
- Do we have a mechanism for redress if people are harmed by the results?
- Can we shut down this software in production if it is behaving badly?
- Have we tested for fairness with respect to different user groups?
- Have we tested for disparate error rates among different user groups?
- Do we test and monitor for model drift to ensure our software remains fair over time?\textsuperscript{170}

Several of Thomas’ questions could transfer directly to checklists for responsible ML development in libraries. I will adapt some of these in the document below.

However, the specifics of the cultural heritage domain require some amendments and additions to this checklist. In the following section of this report, I provide a series of questions—drawing on the literature, challenges, and recommendations outlined in previous sections—to help library teams structure responsible and responsive ML projects. This list does not pretend to be comprehensive, and thus its first question is simply:

1. What new, amended, or special considerations pertain to our ML project that are not covered in the Library of Congress report’s model checklist?

I do not provide a full rationale for each of the questions below, but instead cite pertinent sections of this report where you can find the explanations, examples, and citations that underlie each item.

\textsuperscript{168}Potter, “Report Draft Comments.”
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6.1. Values

2. Has our library drafted a statement of values (SoV) for ML? Does it reflect our current values, as needed for this project, or does it need updating? (5.1.3)

3. If we do not have an SoV, are there models from peer institutions we can adopt or adapt? (5.1.2)

4. Have we developed algorithmic impact assessments and a plan for explainable ML? (5.1.4, 5.1.5)

5. What will be the environmental consequences of this project, and can we offset those impacts in meaningful ways? (2.3)

6. What is our plan to revisit and (if necessary) adapt our SoV as the project develops? (5.1.6)

6.2. Staff and Expertise

7. Do we have the staff expertise necessary for this ML project? Can existing project staff manage data acquisition, cleaning, and management; domain-specific training data annotation; ML development and deployment; interface and visualization development; domain-specific evaluation of results? (4.2)

8. If we do not have the necessary expertise, can we train from within to meet this project’s needs, thereby (usefully) enriching a team member’s portfolio while contributing to our institutional goals? (5.5.3)

9. If training from within is not possible or desirable, can we find opportunities to collaborate with other institutions to meet the needs of this project? Does this project give us an opportunity to pool expertise and work collectively? (5.5.4)

10. Does our team reflect diversity of opinions, backgrounds, and kinds of thought? If not, how might we proactively correct this lack? (2.1)

6.3. Collaboration and Team Expectations

11. Have we drafted a memorandum of understanding (MOU) outlining the duties of all collaborators and anticipated outcomes, both collective and individual, for the project work? (5.3.1)

12. Can we ensure that the skills and expertise of all project participants are valued, and that we have set appropriate outcomes so that all collaborators are fairly recognized and compensated for their contributions? (3.1, 5.3.1)
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6.4. Hardware and Software

13. Does the library already have adequate hardware to train ML models and apply them across the desired collections? (4.3)

14. Do we have the correct software environments set up to run ML algorithms? What software do we need set up, and do we have the necessary expertise and hardware to do so? (4.3)

15. If the answer to either of the above is “no,” can we collaborate with another institution to establish needed capacities?

16. If the answer to the above is “no,” do we have a budget to establish necessary hardware and/or software, or to rent the necessary equipment/space?

6.5. ML Data

17. Is there machine-actionable data in the domain we seek to investigate? If not, do we have a plan for digitization of collections? (4.1.1, 5.2.1)

18. Does training data exist in the domain we seek to model? If not, do we have the domain expertise to annotate training data? (4.1.2, 5.2.2)

19. If training data is not available for the domain we seek to model, is there similar training data we might use to pre-train a ML model that can then be fine-tuned with a smaller set of domain-specific data? (4.1.4, 5.2.2)

20. Have we audited our training data to ensure it is representative and to mitigate inevitable biases of availability, selection, and expertise? (2.1, 4.1.3)

21. Are there communities of experts or citizen researchers we might meaningfully involve in annotating training data, evaluating results, or piloting interfaces and visualizations? (5.2.3)

6.8. Outcomes

22. Do we have a clear pipeline established to move from project conception to sustainable implementation of ML results? (5.3.2)

23. Can we imagine interfaces or visualizations that model explainable ML and communicate the results of our work to patrons? (5.1.5, 5.5.1)

24. Can we publish all training data, code, and ML-annotated data for the benefit of other ML researchers? If not, what infrastructure would be required to publish these elements? (5.2.2)

25. Can our ML-annotated data be incorporated into our systems for collection exploration and discovery? In other words, will this experiment enhance our collections in the ways we hope? (5.4.2)
7. Appendices
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**Appendix B: Interviewees**

These interviews were not intended as an exhaustive survey of the fields drawn from in preparation of this report. These interviews were conceived as supplements to the presentations given at the Machine Learning + Libraries summit at the Library of Congress in September 2019, as well as of the literature review, which aimed to understand the much broader ML and libraries conversation. Each interview lasted 30-60 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Interview Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Padilla</td>
<td>Interim Head, Knowledge Production, University of Nevada Las Vegas</td>
<td>February 4, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title and Affiliation</td>
<td>Interview Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Charles Germain Lee</td>
<td>Innovator-in-Residence, Library of Congress and Ph.D. Student, Computer Science, University of Washington</td>
<td>February 6, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted Underwood</td>
<td>Professor, Information Sciences and English, University of Illinois</td>
<td>February 6, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Cohen</td>
<td>Dean of Libraries, Vice Provost for Information Collaboration, and Professor of History, Northeastern University</td>
<td>February 7, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Lorang</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Libraries, University of Nebraska—Lincoln</td>
<td>February 21, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Tilton (with Taylor Arnold)</td>
<td>Assistant Professor of Digital Humanities, University of Richmond</td>
<td>March 3, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Arnold (with Lauren Tilton)</td>
<td>Assistant Professor of Statistics, University of Richmond</td>
<td>March 3, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Nelson</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Sociology, Northeastern University</td>
<td>March 17, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Rust</td>
<td>Associate Director, Digital Scholarship Group and Digital Humanities Librarian, Northeastern University</td>
<td>April 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Zwaard</td>
<td>Director of Digital Strategy, Library of Congress</td>
<td>May 27, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendix C: ML + Libraries Meeting Presenters**

The following people presented at the Museums + Libraries Summit at the Library of Congress on September 20, 2019 and contributed their slides to the meeting documentation. Their presentations and contributions to the summit’s discussions, group activities, and artifacts influence nearly every aspect of this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nick Adams</td>
<td>Chief Scientist at the Goodly Labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title and Affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Altman</td>
<td>Developer, Digital Public Library of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Averkamp</td>
<td>Senior Consultant, AVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Bell</td>
<td>Digital Humanities Program Manager, Dartmouth College Research Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Cariani</td>
<td>Executive Director, WGBH Media Library and Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Cramer</td>
<td>Chief Technology Strategist, Stanford Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Davis</td>
<td>Independent Research Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Dunn</td>
<td>Assistant Dean for Library Technologies, Indiana University Bloomington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Dikow</td>
<td>Research Data Scientist, Data Science Lab, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Smithsonian Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey DiPietro</td>
<td>Collections Information Manager, National Museum of American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Haley Goldman</td>
<td>US Holocaust Memorial Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Goodwin</td>
<td>Data Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Hadro</td>
<td>Managing Director, IIIF Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hessler</td>
<td>Library of Congress, Curator of the Jay I. Kislak collection of the Archaeology &amp; History of the Early Americas; Specialist in Computational Geography &amp; Geographic Information Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Charles Germain Lee</td>
<td>Ph.D. Student, University of Washington Computer Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Leonard</td>
<td>Director, Yale DH Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lesk</td>
<td>Professor, Rutgers University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Luther</td>
<td>Assistant Professor of Computer Science and (by courtesy) History, Virginia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harish Maringanti</td>
<td>Associate Dean for IT &amp; Digital Library Services; J. Willard Marriott Library at University of Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anishi Mehta</td>
<td>Computer Science student, Georgia Institute of Technology; LC Labs Innovation Intern, Summer 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu Phuong ‘Lisa’ Nguyen</td>
<td>Curator for Digital Scholarship &amp; Asian Initiatives, Hoover Institution Library &amp; Archives, Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Ridge</td>
<td>Digital Curator, British Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Sarin</td>
<td>Neural Bricolage, Founder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Smith</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Computer Science, Northeastern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title and Affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leen-Kiat Soh</td>
<td>Professor of Computer Science, University of Nebraska-Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Trizna</td>
<td>Data Scientist, Smithsonian Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Williams</td>
<td>Associate Professor of Film and Media Studies, Dartmouth College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Yager</td>
<td>Associate Director for Technology, MIT Libraries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendix D: ML + Libraries Summit Event Summary**

The ML + Libraries Event Summary can be found at [https://labs.loc.gov/static/labs/meta/ML-Event-Summary-Final-2020-02-13.pdf](https://labs.loc.gov/static/labs/meta/ML-Event-Summary-Final-2020-02-13.pdf) and may be appended directly to PDF versions of this report.
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